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The ISS framework for time-delay systems: a survey

Antoine Chaillet∗, Iasson Karafyllis, Pierdomenico Pepe, and Yuan Wang

January 4, 2023

This survey paper is dedicated to E.D. Sontag, at the occasion of his 70th birthday, as a humble testimony of his
fundamental and breakthrough contributions to the field of stability analysis of nonlinear systems and as a token

of his inspiring work.

Abstract. At the occasion of Eduardo D. Sontag’s 70th birthday, we provide here an overview of the tools
available to study input-to-state stability (ISS) and related notions for time-delay systems. After a hopefully
pedagogical presentation of the main differences with respect to the finite-dimensional theory, we review basic
stability concepts for input-free time-delay systems, as well as instruments to guarantee them in practice, including
the Lyapunov-Krasovskii, Lyapunov-Razumikhin, and Halanay approaches. We then consider the influence of
inputs through the notions of ISS, integral ISS, and input-to-output stability and provide both Lyapunov-like
and solutions-based characterizations of these properties. We also show how these notions can be helpful for the
stability analysis of interconnected systems, whether in cascade or in feedback form. We finally provide a list of
questions which remain open until now.
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1 Introduction

In the late 1980’s, Eduardo D. Sontag introduced a concept that profoundly changed the way to approach
stability and robustness of dynamical systems: the input-to-state stability (ISS) property [Sontag, 1989]. This
property essentially imposes that the norm of any solution is bounded by a decaying term of the initial state’s
norm plus a term involving the amplitude of the applied input. Since this latter term is continuous and zero at
zero, ISS ensures solutions’ boundedness in response to any bounded input, small steady-state error for inputs of
sufficiently small magnitude, and a vanishing state in response to any vanishing input.

One of the key reasons of the success of the ISS property lies in its Lyapunov characterization. It was shown in
[Sontag and Wang, 1995] that ISS is equivalent to the existence of a Lyapunov function candidate whose derivative
along the system’s solution is upper bounded by a negative unbounded dissipation rate involving the state norm
plus a continuous term involving the input norm. The simplicity of this characterization and its resemblance to
traditional Lyapunov tools used for input-free systems not only provide an easy way to check ISS in practice, but
was also at the basis of several further developments in terms of analysis of interconnected systems and control
design, as reviewed in [Sontag, 2008, Dashkovskiy et al., 2011].

A decade after the birth of ISS, Eduardo D. Sontag introduced a weaker robustness property known as integral
input-to-state stability (iISS, [Sontag, 1998]). Rather than assessing the input’s influence through its amplitude,
it takes into account the energy it feeds to the system. The Lyapunov characterization of iISS turns out to be
similar to that of ISS, at the notable exception that the dissipation rate is no longer requested to be unbounded,
but just positive definite [Angeli et al., 2000a]. In particular, the corresponding Lyapunov function is no longer
guaranteed to decay when the state is large, even when the applied input is of small magnitude. Nevertheless,
iISS does ensure some robustness features, by guaranteeing that the state vanishes in response to any input with
bounded energy (as measured through a specific nonlinear gain).

Both ISS and iISS imply that the origin of the system is globally asymptotically stable when the input is
identically zero (0-GAS). In some applications, this turns out to be a too demanding requirement, either because
the considered application is concerned with the behavior of particular state variables with no real interest
for the other variables or because these extra variables simply do not have the requested stable behavior. A
typical illustration is adaptive control, in which only the state variables are requested to be properly controlled
whereas the parameter estimation does not need to be precise. To overcome this limitation, the concept of
input-to-output stability (IOS) was introduced by Eduardo D. Sontag and the last author of the present survey
[Sontag and Wang, 1999]. This property embeds all state variables of interest into an output and requests that
only this output satisfies an ISS-like estimate. Accordingly, the characterization of this property does not require
that the considered Lyapunov function be positive definite or radially unbounded in all state variables, but only
in terms of the selected output [Sontag and Wang, 2001].

In the ISS constellation, we may also mention the input/output-to-state stability property (IOSS), which
relates the state norm to the magnitude of the system’s input and output [Krichman et al., 2001]. In this setup,
the output is no longer meant to be an error signal one wishes to attenuate, but rather a signal available for
measurements from which one would like to reconstruct the full state. The IOSS property can thus be seen as
a robust version of zero-state detectability [Sontag and Wang, 1997]. The Lyapunov characterization of IOSS
imposes a dissipation rate involving the state norm plus two positive terms: one in the input norm and the other
in the output norm [Krichman et al., 2001].

The whole ISS framework was originally built for finite-dimensional systems, meaning for systems ruled
by an ordinary differential equation. Nevertheless, as recently reviewed in [Mironchenko and Prieur, 2020],
it has progressively been extended to the infinite dimensional case. The present survey focuses on a par-
ticular class of infinite-dimensional systems: time-delay systems. One motivation to study such systems is
obvious and lies in the pervasive nature of delays in physical processes (transport phenomena, finite prop-
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agation velocity of information, non-instantaneous reaction, mechanical slack, sampled-data control, con-
trol over digital networks, etc.). The other motivation is of a more theoretical nature, as the mathemat-
ical peculiarities of time-delay systems allow to derive results that would be unreachable in a more gen-
eral infinite-dimensional setting. These two motivations explain the number of monographs on the subject,
including [Krasovskii, 1963, Halanay, 1966, Burton, 1985, Hale and Lunel, 1993, Kim, 1999, Mahmoud, 2000,
Erneux, 2009, Karafyllis and Jiang, 2011b, Gu et al., 2012, Kharitonov, 2013, Kolmanovskii and Myshkis, 2013,
Fridman, 2014, Michiels and Niculescu, 2014, Briat, 2015, Liu et al., 2021].

In order to make this survey accessible to non-experts in time-delay systems, we start in Section 2 by pro-
viding some mathematical background and intuition about the considered class of systems. We highlight the
key difference with respect to ordinary differential equations, namely that the state is no longer a point of a
finite-dimensional vector space, but rather a history segment (a function). We also recall basic results ensuring
existence, uniqueness and regularity of solutions, and introduce two notions of forward completeness which hap-
pen to coincide in finite dimension. We finally discuss how to assess the evolution of a functional (meaning a
function of the history segment) along the system’s solutions.

In Section 3, we review some stability notions of autonomous time-delay systems, thus first disregarding
the influence of inputs. In particular, we cover both asymptotic and exponential stability and present tools to
establish them in practice. These tools heavily rely on Lyapunov-Krasovkii functionals (LKF), which essentially
play the same role for time-delay systems as Lyapunov functions in finite dimension. Beyond the fact that LKFs
involve history segments, the main difference with Lyapunov functions stands in the way they may dissipate along
solutions: either as a function of the the current solution’s norm (point-wise dissipation), in terms of the LKF
itself (LKF-wise dissipation), or in terms of the norm of the history segment (history-wise dissipation). They may
also be sandwiched between functions of the norm of the history segment (coercive LKF), but their practical use
often makes it convenient to allow for more general lower-bounds. All these possibilities are thoroughly discussed.
We also provide some results about output stability analysis, in which a stable behavior is expected only for a
part of the state variables (or, more generally, for a specific output).

Section 4 is devoted to the ISS property. We show that Eduardo D. Sontag’s original concept smoothly
translates to time-delay systems. We provide classes of systems (namely, linear or globally Lipschitz ones) for
which ISS can easily be derived based on internal stability properties. We also provide some LKF characterizations
of ISS, as well as sufficient conditions for ISS by using Razumikhin’s or Halanay’s approaches, and give sufficient
conditions under which a point-wise dissipation is enough to guarantee ISS. We finally present some extensions
of the solutions-based characterizations of ISS available in finite dimension [Sontag and Wang, 1996].

Section 5 has the same objectives than Section 4, but for the iISS property. We show in particular that iISS
can be established no matter how it dissipates along solutions (point-wise, LKF-wise or history-wise) and whether
or not it is coercive. Solutions-based characterizations of iISS are also given.

In Section 6, we review some results pertaining to input-to-output stability properties. In particular, we
provide a LKF characterization of the IOS property, by assuming either that the state norm is upper-bounded
by a function of the output norm modulo a constant, or that the bounded input-bounded state property holds.
We also say a word about the integral extension of IOS.

In Section 7, we make use of the ISS formalism to study stability of interconnected systems. Although
the literature on feedback-interconnected systems is quite vast, we focus here on the interconnection of two
systems only and provide both LKF-based and solutions-based small gain conditions to preserve ISS. For cascade
interconnections, we show that ISS is preserved with no additional requirement. We also provide growth rate
constraints to ensure that the cascade of two iISS systems is itself iISS.

We hope that this survey demonstrates that the ISS framework is now a mature subject for time-delay systems,
with plenty of tools already available to study analysis and robustness. Nevertheless, some important questions
remain open in this field of research: in Section 8, we list some of them, explain their relevance, and sometimes
suggest research directions to solve them.

Although the ISS framework was at the basis of several control designs for time-delay systems, we
have decided not to present them here. In particular, for control methodologies that account for
delays in the input/output channel, the reader is invited to consult the monographs [Zhong, 2006,
Normey-Rico and Camacho, 2007, Zhang and Xie, 2007, Krstic, 2009, Bekiaris-Liberis and Krstic, 2013,
Karafyllis and Krstic, 2017, Zhu et al., 2018, Liu et al., 2021], as well as the tutorial chapter on stabiliza-
tion of delay systems [Karafyllis et al., 2016].
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2 Background

2.1 Notation

In this survey, R stands for the set of real numbers, whereas N stands for the set of non-negative integers.
Given a ∈ R, R≥a := {x ∈ R : x ≥ a}, and similarly for R≤a and N≥a. R stands for the extended real line
[−∞,+∞]. The symbol ◦ denotes the composition of functions. The symbol > denotes the transpose of a matrix.
I denotes the identity matrix of appropriate dimension. Given n ∈ N≥1 and a continuously differentiable function
V : Rn → R≥0, ∇V : Rn → Rn denotes its gradient. | · | stands for the Euclidean norm of a real vector, or the
induced Euclidean norm of a matrix. Given a non-empty compact set Ω ⊂ Rn, dist(x,Ω) denotes the distance
between x ∈ Rn and Ω: dist(x,Ω) := infz∈Ω |x− z|. Given a non-empty (possibly unbounded) interval I ⊂ R and
a Lebesgue measurable signal u : I → Rm, supt∈I |u(t)| ∈ [0,+∞] denotes the essential supremum of u:

sup
t∈I
|u(t)| := inf {u ≥ 0 : λ ({t ∈ I : |u(t)| > u}) = 0} ,

where λ denotes the Lebesgue measure. We also let ‖u‖ := supt∈I |u(t)|. The signal u is said to be locally
essentially bounded if it is essentially bounded on any bounded subset of I, and essentially bounded if ‖u‖ < +∞.

Given ∆ ≥ 0, X denotes the space of continuous functions mapping the interval [−∆, 0] into R. Given
n ∈ N≥1, T ∈ (0,+∞], t ∈ [0, T ), and a continuous function x : [−∆, T ) → Rn, xt ∈ Xn denotes the history
segment at time t and is defined as xt(τ) := x(t+ τ) for all τ ∈ [−∆, 0]. The set Wn ⊂ Xn denotes the space of
absolutely continuous functions mapping the interval [−∆, 0] into Rn with essentially bounded derivative. Given
any k ∈ N≥1, Ck([−∆, 0];Rn) ⊂ Wn denotes the set of all functions φ ∈ Xn with continuous derivatives up to
order k. A function z : R≥0 → Rn is said to be piece-wise continuous if, given any t2 > t1 ≥ 0, it is continuous on
[t1, t2], except possibly at a finite number of points with jump discontinuities. The symbol U denotes the set of
the Lebesgue measurable and locally essentially bounded functions u : R≥0 → R. Given m ∈ N≥1 and u ∈ Um,
uI denotes the restriction of u to I, namely uI : I → Rm is defined as uI(t) := u(t) for all t ∈ I.

A function α : R≥0 → R≥0 is said to be of class N if it is continuous, non-decreasing, and satisfies α(0) = 0.
It is said to be of class P if it is continuous and satisfies α(0) = 0 and α(s) > 0 for all s > 0. It is said to be of
class K if α ∈ P and it is increasing. It it said to be of class K∞ if α ∈ K and lims→+∞ α(s) = +∞. A function
` : R≥0 → R≥0 is said to be of class L if it is continuous, non-increasing, and satisfies lims→+∞ `(s) = 0. A
function β : R≥0 × R≥0 → R≥0 is said to be of class KL if, for each fixed t ≥ 0, β(·, t) ∈ K and, for each fixed
s ≥ 0, β(s, ·) ∈ L.
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2.2 List of acronyms

For ease of reference, we list below all the acronyms used throughout this survey.

0-GAS globally asymptotically stable in the absence of an input Section 4.1
0-GES globally exponentially stable in the absence of an input Section 4.1
AG asymptotic gain Equation (53)
AS asymptotic stability or asymptotically stable Definition 6
BECS bounded energy-converging state Equation (87)
BIBS bounded input-bounded state Equation (52)
CICS converging input-converging state Equation (54)
ES exponential stability or exponentially stable Definition 6
FC forward completeness or forward complete Definition 3
GAS global asymptotic stability or globally asymptotically stable Definition 6
GAOS global asymptotic output stability or globally asymptotically output stable Definition 10
GES global exponential stability or globally exponentially stable Definition 6
GOS global output stability or globally output stable Equation (40)
iIOS integral input-to-output stability or integral input-to-output stable Definition 19
iISS integral input-to-state stability or integral input-to-state stable Definition 13
IOS input-to-output stability or input-to-output stable Definition 18
ISS input-to-state stability or input-to-state stable Definition 11
LISS local input-to-state stability or locally input-to-state stable Definition 11
LKF Lyapunov-Krasovskii functional candidate Definition 8
OL-iIOS output-Lagrange iIOS Definition 19
OL-IOS output-Lagrange IOS Definition 18
RFC robust forward completeness or robustly forward complete Definition 4
SI-iIOS state-independent iIOS Definition 19
SI-IOS state-independent IOS Definition 18
UAG uniform asymptotic gain Equation (81)
UBEBS uniform bounded energy-bounded state Definition 16
UGOS uniform global output stability or uniformly globally output stable Equation (107)
UGS uniform global stability or uniformly globally stable Definition 17
ULIM uniform limit Equation (83)
ULS uniform local stability or uniformly locally stable Equation (82)

2.3 Considered class of systems

The class of systems studied in this survey is that of nonlinear time-delay systems, namely functional differ-
ential equations of the type

ẋ(t) = f(xt, u(t)), (1)

where t ≥ 0 is the time variable, f is a continuous map from Xn × Rm to Rn, x(t) ∈ Rn is the internal variable,
ẋ(t) is the right-hand derivative1 of x(t) with respect to t, u ∈ Um is the input, and xt : [−∆, 0] → Rn is the
solution’s history, as defined in Section 2.1, where ∆ ≥ 0 denotes the maximum time delay involved.

The state space of the system (1) is Xn: the status of the system at some time t ≥ 0 is not captured by the
current value of the solution x(t) ∈ Rn only, but rather from the history segment xt ∈ Xn as depicted by Figure
1. This constitutes the main difference with respect to finite-dimensional systems: the state is no longer a point
in Rn, but rather a function in Xn, thus explaining the infinite dimension of (1).

The class of systems covered by (1) is rather wide. It encompasses single or multiple discrete delays (possibly
non-commensurate) as well as distributed time delays. It also covers systems whose dynamics depend on the
maximum or minimal value of the internal variable over some given time window.

We stress that (1) is time-invariant, in the sense that the vector field f does not evolve with time. Time-
varying systems are not considered in this survey, but extensive work on uniform and nonuniform stabil-
ity properties for time-varying systems can be found in [Karafyllis and Jiang, 2011b, Karafyllis et al., 2008a,
Karafyllis et al., 2008b] and references therein.

1which coincides with the derivative of t 7→ x(t) at each time t where x is differentiable.
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t � �
<latexit sha1_base64="aFoDOFktxWQ+WOCDI4kuMJIqS+4=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="aFoDOFktxWQ+WOCDI4kuMJIqS+4=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="aFoDOFktxWQ+WOCDI4kuMJIqS+4=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="aFoDOFktxWQ+WOCDI4kuMJIqS+4=">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</latexit>

t
<latexit sha1_base64="1+uZ7uB7kOl/kVDFIe6fxOc33AI=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="1+uZ7uB7kOl/kVDFIe6fxOc33AI=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="1+uZ7uB7kOl/kVDFIe6fxOc33AI=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="1+uZ7uB7kOl/kVDFIe6fxOc33AI=">AAACxHicjVHLSsNAFD2Nr1pfVZdugkVwVZIi6LIgiMsW7ANqkSSd1qHTJMxMhFL0B9zqt4l/oH/hnTEFtYhOSHLm3HvOzL03TAVX2vNeC87S8srqWnG9tLG5tb1T3t1rqySTEWtFiUhkNwwUEzxmLc21YN1UsmASCtYJx+cm3rljUvEkvtLTlPUnwSjmQx4FmqimvilXvKpnl7sI/BxUkK9GUn7BNQZIECHDBAwxNGGBAIqeHnx4SInrY0acJMRtnOEeJdJmlMUoIyB2TN8R7Xo5G9PeeCqrjugUQa8kpYsj0iSUJwmb01wbz6yzYX/znllPc7cp/cPca0Ksxi2xf+nmmf/VmVo0hjizNXCqKbWMqS7KXTLbFXNz90tVmhxS4gweUFwSjqxy3mfXapSt3fQ2sPE3m2lYs4/y3Azv5pY0YP/nOBdBu1b1varfPKnUa/moizjAIY5pnqeo4xINtKz3I57w7Fw4wlFO9pnqFHLNPr4t5+EDXMyPaQ==</latexit>

0
<latexit sha1_base64="yxRwDp8NWojV+JrLgX7yuMJQhWo=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yxRwDp8NWojV+JrLgX7yuMJQhWo=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yxRwDp8NWojV+JrLgX7yuMJQhWo=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yxRwDp8NWojV+JrLgX7yuMJQhWo=">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</latexit>

x0
<latexit sha1_base64="muYETOZgvruPKmdeagtsU/coi4k=">AAACxnicjVHLSsNAFD2Nr/quunQTLIKrkhRBlwU3XVa0D6ilJNNpDc2LyUQtRfAH3OqniX+gf+GdcQpqEZ2Q5My595yZe6+fhkEmHee1YC0sLi2vFFfX1jc2t7ZLO7utLMkF402WhIno+F7GwyDmTRnIkHdSwb3ID3nbH5+pePuGiyxI4ks5SXkv8kZxMAyYJ4m6uOs7/VLZqTh62fPANaAMsxpJ6QVXGCABQ44IHDEk4RAeMnq6cOEgJa6HKXGCUKDjHPdYI21OWZwyPGLH9B3RrmvYmPbKM9NqRqeE9ApS2jgkTUJ5grA6zdbxXDsr9jfvqfZUd5vQ3zdeEbES18T+pZtl/lenapEY4lTXEFBNqWZUdcy45Lor6ub2l6okOaTEKTyguCDMtHLWZ1trMl276q2n4286U7Fqz0xujnd1Sxqw+3Oc86BVrbhOxT0/LteqZtRF7OMARzTPE9RQRwNN8h7hEU94tupWbOXW7WeqVTCaPXxb1sMHBtuQEA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="muYETOZgvruPKmdeagtsU/coi4k=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="muYETOZgvruPKmdeagtsU/coi4k=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="muYETOZgvruPKmdeagtsU/coi4k=">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</latexit>

xt
<latexit sha1_base64="0CdzmMgGiRiICi9qlZYmAH8b8OU=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="0CdzmMgGiRiICi9qlZYmAH8b8OU=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="0CdzmMgGiRiICi9qlZYmAH8b8OU=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="0CdzmMgGiRiICi9qlZYmAH8b8OU=">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</latexit> x(t)
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Figure 1: Time evolution of the solution of (1).

For the system (1), the notion of solution is defined as follows.

Definition 1 (Solution) Given an initial state x0 ∈ Xn and an input signal u ∈ Um, a solution of (1) denotes any
function x : [0, T ) → Rn, for some T ∈ (0,+∞], which is locally absolutely continuous and satisfies (1) almost
everywhere in [0, T ) or, equivalently, satisfies the integral equation

x(t) = x0(0) +

∫ t

0

f(xτ , u(τ))dτ, ∀t ∈ [0, T ).

�

2.4 Existence, uniqueness, regularity of solutions

Some regularity conditions need to be imposed on the vector field f in order to ensure existence and uniqueness
of solutions. Due to its infinite-dimensional nature, several notions of Lipschitz continuity can be envisioned.

Definition 2 (Lipschitz continuity) A map f : Xn × Rm → Rn is said to be:

• locally Lipschitz if, for any φ ∈ Xn and any v ∈ Rm, there exist δ, L > 0 such that, for all φ1, φ2 ∈ Xn and
all v1, v2 ∈ Rm satisfying ‖φi − φ‖ ≤ δ and |vi − v| ≤ δ, i ∈ {1, 2},

|f(φ1, v1)− f(φ2, v2)| ≤ L(‖φ1 − φ2‖+ |v1 − v2|) (2)

• Lipschitz on compact sets if, for any compact set C ⊂ Xn × Rm, there exists L > 0 such that (2) holds for
all (φ1, v1), (φ2, v2) ∈ C

• Lipschitz on bounded sets if, for any r > 0, there exists L > 0 such that (2) holds for all φ1, φ2 ∈ Xn with
‖φ1‖ ≤ r and ‖φ2‖ ≤ r and all v1, v2 ∈ Rm with |v1| ≤ r and |v2| ≤ r

• globally Lipschitz if there exists L > 0 such that (2) holds for all φ1, φ2 ∈ Xn and all v1, v2 ∈ Rm.

�

Analogous definitions of Lipschitz properties hold for a functional V : Xn → R≥0, by simply removing the
requirements concerning the second entry.

In finite dimension, local Lipschitz, Lipschitz on compact sets, and Lipschitz on bounded sets are all equivalent
properties. In the infinite dimensional case, Lipschitz on bounded sets clearly implies Lipschitz on compact sets.
The following recent result, established in [Xu et al., 2020, Theorem 3.1] in a wider infinite-dimensional context,
shows that local Lipschitz also turns out to be equivalent to Lipschitz on compact sets for the considered class of
functions. Nevertheless, as shown in [Xu et al., 2020, Theorem 3.2], local Lipschitz does not imply the Lipschitz
on bounded sets property.

Theorem 1 (Link between Lipschitz conditions) A map f : Xn × Rm → Rn is Lipschitz on compact sets if and
only if it is locally Lipschitz. �
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Throughout this paper, the following properties are assumed on the dynamics.

Standing assumption 1 The vector field f involved in (1) is Lipschitz on bounded sets and satisfies f(0, 0) = 0,

This assumption ensures that x(·) ≡ 0 is the solution corresponding to zero initial state and zero input
(sometimes referred to as the trivial solution). It also ensures existence, uniqueness, continuous dependency and
maximum continuation of solutions, as established in [Hale and Lunel, 1993, Theorems 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 3.1, 3.2,
Section 2.6] and [Kolmanovskii and Myshkis, 2013, Theorems 2.1, 2.2].

Theorem 2 (Existence, uniqueness, continuity, maximum continuation of solutions) The following results hold:

• for any initial state x0 ∈ Xn and any input u ∈ Um, (1) admits a unique locally absolutely continuous
solution x(·, x0, u) on a maximal time interval [0, tmax) with tmax ∈ (0,+∞]

• if tmax < +∞, then the solution is unbounded in [0, tmax)

• for any T ∈ (0, tmax) and any ε > 0 there exist δ > 0 such that, for any z0 ∈ Xn with ‖x0 − z0‖ ≤ δ and
any v ∈ Um with ess supt∈[0,T ] |v(t)− u(t)| ≤ δ, the solution x(·, z0, v) of (1) exists on [0, T ] and satisfies

|x(t, z0, v)− x(t, x0, u)| ≤ ε, ∀t ∈ [0, T ].

�

In most of the survey, we will use x(t, x0, u) to denote the maximal solution of (1) at time t ≥ 0 corresponding
to initial state x0 ∈ Xn and input u ∈ Um. Similarly, xt(x0, u) ∈ Xn will denote the corresponding history
segment, expressed in Xn.

The following statement, given in [Hale and Lunel, 1993, Lemma 2.1] and [Pepe, 2007b, Lemma 4], ensures
some regularity of the history function xt with respect to t.

Theorem 3 (Regularity with respect to time) For any initial state x0 ∈ Xn and any input u ∈ Um, let tmax ∈
(0,+∞] denote the maximal time of existence of the corresponding solution of (1). Then the function t 7→ xt(x0, u)
is continuous on [0, tmax). Moreover, if x0 ∈ Wn (and, a fortiori, if x0 ∈ C1([−∆, 0];Rn)), then t 7→ xt(x0, u) is
locally absolutely continuous on [0, tmax). �

The above result states in particular that local absolute continuity of t 7→ xt can be ensured provided that we
restrict the considered class of initial states to absolutely continuous signals. As will become clearer later, this
turns out particularly useful when studying the evolution of a functional V along the system’s solutions. The
following result shows that restricting the class of considered initial states to Wn actually comes with no loss of
generality for all the stability and robustness properties covered by this survey.

Lemma 1 (Restricting the class of initial states) Let ρ : R≥0×Xn×Um → R be such that, for each t ≥ 0 and each
u ∈ Um, the map x0 7→ ρ(t, x0, u) is continuous. Assume that there exists a continuous function W : Rn → R≥0

such that, for all x0 ∈ C1([−∆, 0];Rn) and all u ∈ Um,

W (x(t, x0, u)) ≤ ρ(t, x0, u) (3)

for all t in the maximal interval of existence of x(·, x0, u). Then (3) also holds for all x0 ∈ Xn and all u ∈ Um
over the maximal interval of existence of x(·, x0, u). �

The proof of this result consists in invoking the density of C1([−∆, 0];Rn) in Xn and the continuity of
solutions with respect to the initial state (Theorem 2): see [Karafyllis et al., 2008b, Lemma 2.6] and [Pepe, 2007b,
Proposition 3].
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2.5 Forward completeness

While Theorem 2 ensures existence of solutions over some time interval [0, tmax), it does not guarantee that
tmax = +∞, as imposed by the following property.

Definition 3 (FC) The system (1) is said to be forward complete (FC) if, for any initial state x0 ∈ Xn and any
input u ∈ Um, the corresponding solution exists on R≥0. �

A seemingly more conservative property that has serious consequences for time-delay systems is the following
RFC property [Karafyllis and Jiang, 2011b, Definition 2.1], sometimes also known as the Bounded Reachability
Sets (BRS) property [Mironchenko and Wirth, 2018, Definition 4].

Definition 4 (RFC) The system (1) is said to be robustly forward complete (RFC) if it is FC and, for every
T, r > 0,

sup { ‖xt(φ, u)‖ : φ ∈ Xn, ‖φ‖ ≤ r, t ∈ [0, T ], u ∈ Um, ‖u‖ ≤ r} < +∞.
�

In other words, the RFC property imposes that, starting from any bounded set of initial states and considering
inputs in any given bounded set, solutions can only evolve in a bounded region over any finite time interval. In
finite dimension, FC and RFC turn out to be equivalent properties [Sontag and Wang, 1996, Corollary III.4]. It
is not known at this stage whether the same holds for time-delay systems: see [Karafyllis et al., 2022] and Section
8.1 for further discussions on this important question.

An easy (though conservative) way to ensure RFC is to request that f is globally Lipschitz, but more interesting
conditions for RFC will be presented in Section 2.7.

Proposition 1 (Global Lipschitz ⇒ RFC) If the map f is globally Lipschitz on Xn × Rm, then (1) is RFC. �

2.6 Functional derivatives along solutions

In view of Theorem 3, it can easily be checked that, given any functional V : Xn → R≥0, Lipschitz on
bounded sets, any initial state x0 ∈ Wn and any input u ∈ Um, the map t 7→ V (xt) is locally absolutely
continuous over the maximal interval of existence of the solution x(·) (see [Pepe, 2007b, Theorem 5, Remark
6] or [Karafyllis et al., 2008b, Lemma 2.5]). This regularity is needed, for instance, in order to guarantee that
t 7→ V (xt) is non-increasing when its derivative is almost everywhere non-positive.

The following functional derivative will be extensively used in this survey. It allows to compute the derivative
of a functional along a system’s solution without needing to consider the solution of the system, not even formally
[Driver, 1962].

Definition 5 (Driver’s derivative) Let V : Xn → R≥0 be a continuous functional. Its Driver’s derivative D+V :
Xn × Rn → R is defined, for all φ ∈ Xn and all w ∈ Rn, as

D+V (φ,w) := lim sup
h→0+

V (φh,w)− V (φ)

h
,

where, for each h ∈ [0,∆), φh,w ∈ Xn is given by

φh,w(s) :=

{
φ(s+ h), if s ∈ [−∆,−h),

φ(0) + w(h+ s), if s ∈ [−h, 0].

�

In practice, we often want to study Driver’s derivative in the direction imposed by the vector field of (1), in
which case we simply let w = f(φ, v), with φ ∈ Xn and v ∈ Rm, in the above definition.

Remark 1 Notice that Driver’s derivative can be computed as the upper-right Dini derivative along a dynamical
system with constant right-hand side. More precisely,

D+V (φ,w) = lim sup
h→0+

V (zh)− V (φ)

h
,
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where, for h ∈ [0,∆), zh ∈ Xn is the solution of the particular functional differential equation

ż(t) = w

z0 = φ

So, for instance, given the solution xt of (1), t ∈ [0, tmax), corresponding to an initial state x0 ∈ Xn and an input
u ∈ Um, we have, for t ∈ [0, tmax), whenever u(t) is defined (i.e., almost everywhere in [0, tmax)),

D+V (xt, f(xt, u(t))) = lim sup
h→0+

1

h
(V (zh)− V (xt)) , (4)

where, for h ∈ [0,∆), zh ∈ Xn is the solution of the particular system (with “frozen” right-hand side)

ż(τ) = f(xt, u(t)), τ ≥ 0

z0 = xt.

�

It turns out that Driver’s derivative provides useful information about the upper-right Dini derivative of the
function t 7→ V (xt), as explained next (see [Driver, 1962], [Pepe, 2007a, Theorem 2]).

Theorem 4 (Link between Dini and Driver) Let V : Xn → R≥0 be a locally Lipschitz functional. Given x0 ∈ Xn
and u ∈ Um, let x : [0, tmax) → Rn, tmax ∈ (0,+∞], denote the corresponding maximal solution of (1). Let
ν : [0, tmax)→ R≥0 be the function defined by ν(t) := V (xt) and D+ν : [0, tmax)→ R denote its upper right-hand
Dini derivative, that is

D+ν(t) := lim sup
h→0+

ν(t+ h)− ν(t)

h
, ∀t ∈ [0, tmax). (5)

Then, for almost all t ∈ [0, tmax), it holds that

D+ν(t) = D+V
(
xt, f(xt, u(t))

)
. (6)

Moreover, (6) holds for all t ∈ [0, tmax) provided that the input u ∈ Um is piece-wise continuous and right-
continuous. �

In other words, by estimating a suitable upper bound for the Driver’s derivative of V along the vector field
f(φ, v), with any φ ∈ Xn, and any v ∈ Rm, one obtains the same upper bound on the Dini derivative of V (xt)
almost everywhere on [0, tmax), by simply considering φ = xt and v = u(t).

Remark 2 (Absolutely continuous initial states) Recall that any locally absolutely continuous function is differ-
entiable almost everywhere and that, wherever its derivative exists, it is equal to its upper-right Dini derivative.
Hence, in view of Theorem 3, the upper-right Dini derivative in the above statement can be replaced by the
standard derivative when restricting the class of initial states x0 to Wn (and, even more so, to C1([−∆, 0];Rn)).

�

The following example describes how to compute Driver’s derivative of a particular functional and illustrates
the fact that, along solutions, it coincides almost everywhere with the upper-right Dini derivative.

Example 1 (Dini Vs. Driver) A standard functional used in the stability analysis of time-delay systems is

V (φ) := φ(0)>Pφ(0) +

∫ 0

−∆

ecτφ(τ)>Qφ(τ)dτ, ∀φ ∈ Xn, (7)

where P,Q ∈ Rn×n denote symmetric positive definite matrices and c ≥ 0. This functional is Lipschitz on
bounded sets, hence locally Lipschitz. Indeed, given any r > 0, consider any φ1, φ2 ∈ Xn satisfying ‖φ1‖ ≤ r and
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‖φ2‖ ≤ r. Then, by the mean value theorem, it holds that

|V (φ1)− V (φ2)| =
∣∣∣φ1(0)>Pφ1(0)− φ2(0)>Pφ2(0)

+

∫ 0

−∆

ecτφ1(τ)>Qφ1(τ)dτ −
∫ 0

−∆

ecτφ2(τ)>Qφ2(τ)dτ
∣∣∣

≤ max
λ∈[0,1]

∣∣∣2(λφ1(0) + (1− λ)φ2(0)
)>
P (φ1(0)− φ2(0))

∣∣∣
+

∫ 0

−∆

∣∣φ1(τ)>Qφ1(τ)− φ2(τ)>Qφ2(τ)
∣∣ dτ

≤ max
λ∈[0,1]

∣∣∣2(λφ1(0) + (1− λ)φ2(0)
)>
P (φ1(0)− φ2(0))

∣∣∣
+

∫ 0

−∆

max
λ∈[0,1]

∣∣∣2(λφ1(τ) + (1− λ)φ2(τ)
)>
Q(φ1(τ)− φ2(τ))

∣∣∣ dτ
≤ 2r|P ||φ1(0)− φ2(0)|+ 2r∆|Q|‖φ1 − φ2‖
≤ 2rmax{|P |,∆|Q|}‖φ1 − φ2‖,

thus showing that V is Lipschitz on bounded sets. We show now that, for any φ ∈ Xn and any w ∈ Rn,

D+V (φ,w) = 2φ(0)>Pw + φ(0)>Qφ(0)− e−c∆φ(−∆)>Qφ(−∆)− c
∫ 0

−∆

ecτφ(τ)>Qφ(τ)dτ. (8)

To that aim, we rely on Remark 1. Using the Leibniz integral rule for the derivation under the integral sign

applied to the function h 7→
∫ h
−∆+h

ec(τ−h)z(τ)>Qz(τ)dτ and recalling that z0 = φ, this remark ensures that

D+V (φ,w) = lim sup
h→0+

1

h
(V (zh)− V (φ))

= lim sup
h→0+

1

h

(
zh(0)>Pzh(0) +

∫ 0

−∆

ecτzh(τ)>Qzh(τ)dτ − φ(0)>Pφ(0)−
∫ 0

−∆

ecτφ(τ)>Qφ(τ)dτ

)
= lim sup

h→0+

1

h

(
z(h)>Pz(h) +

∫ 0

−∆

ecτz(h+ τ)>Qz(h+ τ)dτ − z(0)>Pz(0)−
∫ 0

−∆

ecτφ(τ)>Qφ(τ)dτ

)
= lim sup

h→0+

1

h

(
z(h)>Pz(h)− z(0)>Pz(0) +

∫ h

−∆+h

ec(s−h)z(s)>Qz(s)ds−
∫ 0

−∆

ecτφ(τ)>Qφ(τ)dτ

)

= 2z(0)>P ż(0) + z(0)>Qz(0)− e−c∆z(−∆)Qz(−∆)− c
∫ 0

−∆

ecτz(τ)>Qz(τ)dτ

= 2φ(0)>Pw + φ(0)>Qφ(0)− e−c∆φ(−∆)>Qφ(−∆)− c
∫ 0

−∆

ecτφ(τ)>Qφ(τ)dτ,

thus confirming (8). In particular, for w = f(φ, v), with φ ∈ Xn and v ∈ Rm, we obtain

D+V (φ, f(φ, v)) = 2φ(0)>Pf(φ, v) + φ(0)>Qφ(0)− e−c∆φ(−∆)>Qφ(−∆)− c
∫ 0

−∆

ecτφ(τ)>Qφ(τ)dτ. (9)

Given any initial state x0 ∈ Xn and any input u ∈ Um, let x(·) denote the corresponding solution of (1), defined
on [0, tmax) with tmax ∈ (0,+∞]. Then it holds from (9) that, for all t ∈ [0, tmax) where u is defined (meaning at
least almost everywhere in [0, tmax)),

D+V (xt, f(xt, u(t))) = 2xt(0)>Pf(xt, u(t)) + xt(0)>Qxt(0)− e−c∆xt(−∆)>Qxt(−∆)− c
∫ 0

−∆

ecτxt(τ)>Qxt(τ)dτ

= 2x(t)>Pf(xt, u(t)) + x(t)>Qx(t)− e−c∆x(t−∆)>Qx(t−∆)− c
∫ t

t−∆

ec(s−t)x(s)>Qx(s)ds.

(10)

On the other hand, let ν : [0, tmax) → R≥0 be the function defined by ν(t) := V (xt) for all t ∈ [0, tmax) and let
D+ν : [0, tmax)→ R denote its upper-right Dini derivative as defined in (5). Observing that, from (7),

ν(t) = x(t)>Px(t) +

∫ 0

−∆

ecτx(t+ τ)>Qx(t+ τ)dτ = x(t)>Px(t) +

∫ t

t−∆

ec(s−t)x(s)>Qx(s)ds,
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and recalling that x(·) satisfies (1) almost everywhere on [0, tmax), we obtain, by the Leibniz integral rule for the
derivation under the integral sign, that, for almost all t ∈ [0, tmax),

D+ν(t) = 2x(t)>PD+x(t) + x(t)>Qx(t)− e−c∆x(t−∆)>Qx(t−∆)− c
∫ t

t−∆

ec(τ−t)x(τ)>Qx(τ)dτ

= 2x(t)>Pẋ(t) + x(t)>Qx(t)− e−c∆x(t−∆)>Qx(t−∆)− c
∫ t

t−∆

ec(τ−t)x(τ)>Qx(τ)dτ

= 2x(t)>Pf(xt, u(t)) + x(t)>Qx(t)− e−c∆x(t−∆)>Qx(t−∆))− c
∫ t

t−∆

ec(τ−t)x(τ)>Qx(τ)dτ. (11)

Comparing (10) and (11), we confirm the expectations from Theorem 4, namely that, for almost all t ∈ [0, tmax),

D+ν(t) = D+V (xt, f(xt, u(t))). (12)

If the equation (1) held everywhere on [0, tmax), for instance in the case of piece-wise and right-continuous input
signal, then (12) would also hold everywhere on [0, tmax). �

2.7 Lyapunov-like conditions for robust forward completeness

As we will see throughout this survey, Driver’s derivative provides a useful way to ensure several stability and
robustness properties. It is also at the basis of the following two sufficient conditions for robust forward complete-
ness. The first one relies on a functional which diverges at most exponentially along the system’s solutions, which
is reminiscent of the Lyapunov characterization of forward completeness proposed in [Angeli and Sontag, 1999]
for finite-dimensional systems.

Theorem 5 (LKF-wise condition for RFC) Assume that there exist a functional V : Xn → R≥0 which is Lipschitz
on bounded sets, constants a, c, c̄ ≥ 0, and functions α, α ∈ K∞, and γ ∈ N such that, for all φ ∈ Xn and all
v ∈ Rm,

α(|φ(0)|) ≤ V (φ) ≤ α(‖φ‖) + c̄ (13)

D+V (φ, f(φ, v)) ≤ aV (φ) + γ(|v|) + c. (14)

Then the system (1) is RFC. �

Condition (13) imposes that V can only vanish when φ(0) = 0 and that it tends to infinity whenever |φ(0)|
tends to infinity. Note that V is not requested to be zero for φ = 0 due to the presence of the c̄ term. In view
of Theorem 4, condition (14) imposes that, along the system’s solutions, V grows at most exponentially fast in
response to any bounded input. A recent paper shows that the converse of the above result also holds provided
that the input u takes values in a bounded set [Mironchenko, 2022].

The second sufficient condition for RFC allows to bound Driver’s derivative of the considered functional by a
term involving the whole state history norm, but it comes at the price of requiring a particular lower bound on
the functional. Its proof is provided in [Chaillet et al., 2022b].

Theorem 6 (History-wise condition for RFC) Assume that there exist a functional V : Xn → R≥0 which is
Lipschitz on bounded sets, a, c, c̄ ≥ 0, α, α ∈ K∞ and γ ∈ N such that, for all φ ∈ Xn and all v ∈ Rm,

α(|φ(0)|) ≤ V (φ) ≤ α(‖φ‖) + c̄ (15)

D+V (φ, f(φ, v)) ≤ aα(‖φ‖) + γ(|v|) + c. (16)

Then the system (1) is RFC. �

From the regularity assumptions made on both V and f , the upper bound (16) constitutes a mild assumption.
The key requirement in the above result therefore lies in the fact α can also be picked as a lower bound on V , as
imposed by (15).
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3 Input-free properties

In this section, we consider an input-free version of (1):

ẋ(t) = f0(xt). (17)

Such a class of systems can be seen as a particular case of (1) by letting f0(φ) := f(φ, 0) for all φ ∈ Xn. In line
with Standing Assumption 1, f0 : Xn → Rn is assumed to be Lipschitz on bounded sets and to satisfy f0(0) = 0.

3.1 Definitions and equivalent formulations

For such autonomous systems, the definitions of FC and RFC follow readily from Definitions 3 and 4 by simply
considering u ≡ 0. We next recall classical stability notions.

Definition 6 (Stability properties) The origin of the system (17) is said to be:

• asymptotically stable (AS) if there exist r > 0 and β ∈ KL such that, for all x0 ∈ Xn with ‖x0‖ ≤ r, the
corresponding solution of (17) satisfies

|x(t, x0)| ≤ β(‖x0‖, t), ∀t ≥ 0 (18)

• exponentially stable (ES) if there exist r, λ > 0 and k ≥ 1 such that, for all x0 ∈ Xn with ‖x0‖ ≤ r, the
corresponding solution of (17) satisfies

|x(t, x0)| ≤ k‖x0‖e−λt, ∀t ≥ 0 (19)

• globally asympotically stable (GAS) if there exist β ∈ KL such that (18) holds for all x0 ∈ Xn

• globally exponentially stable (GES) if there exist λ > 0 and k ≥ 1 such that (19) holds for all x0 ∈ Xn.

As far as global properties are concerned, the equilibrium is necessarily unique, so we will say with a slight abuse
of terminology that the system is GAS (or GES) if its origin is GAS (or GES). �

In view of Lemma 1, the state estimates (18)-(19) need only to be checked for x0 ∈ C1([−∆, 0],Rn) to
conclude the corresponding stability property. This proves particularly handy in practice as the solutions t 7→ xt
from continuously differentiable initial states turn out to be locally absolutely continuous (see Theorem 3), and
consequently, for functionals V : Xn → R≥0 which are Lipschitz on bounded sets, the function t 7→ V (xt) results
locally absolutely continuous as well.

It is worth stressing that the above definitions of AS and GAS imply some uniformity with respect to x0.
More precisely, the decay rate to the origin and the magnitude of transient overshoot are requested to be uniform
over bounded sets of initial states. This explains why these definitions are often referred to as uniform (global)
asymptotic stability. For the sake of homogeneity with respect to the finite-dimensional terminology, we have
decided not to stress this uniformity explicitly. As we discuss in Section 8.1, while such a uniformity comes for
free in finite dimension, it is not yet known whether the same holds for time-delay systems.

A partial answer to this question lies in the following result, presented in [Krasovskii, 1963, Section 30], which
shows that, as far as local properties are concerned, the above uniform version of AS turns out to be equivalent
to stability combined with local attractivity of the origin. This result also sheds some light about the KL
formulation of AS and some “ε− δ” formulations employed in classical textbooks such as [Hale and Lunel, 1993],
[Kolmanovskii and Myshkis, 2013].

Theorem 7 (AS reformulation) The origin of (17) is AS if and only if the following two properties hold:

• (stability) for every ε > 0 there exists δ > 0 such that, for all x0 ∈ Xn with ‖x0‖ ≤ δ, the corresponding
solution of (17) satisfies |x(t, x0)| ≤ ε for all t ≥ 0

• (attractivity) there exists r > 0 such that, for any x0 ∈ Xn with ‖x0‖ ≤ r, the corresponding solution of
(17) satisfies limt→+∞ x(t, x0) = 0.
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�

In the above statement, the second item requests that any solution starting in the ball of radius r eventually
converge to the origin. Note that no uniformity requirement is made on the convergence rate of solutions. On
the other hand, Definition 6 readily ensures that |x(t, x0)| ≤ β(r, t) for all ‖x0‖ ≤ r and all t ≥ 0, thus imposing
a common minimal convergence rate to all solutions starting in the ball of radius r.

When global stability properties are considered, it is not known yet whether GAS is equivalent to stability
and global attractivity: see Conjecture 1 in Section 8. Nevertheless, the following result, recently established in
[Karafyllis et al., 2022, Corollary 1], shows that this indeed holds if the system is RFC.

Theorem 8 (GAS reformulation) Assume that (17) is RFC. Then it is GAS if and only if the following two
properties hold:

• (stability) for every ε > 0 there exist δ > 0 such that, for any x0 ∈ Xn with ‖x0‖ ≤ δ, the corresponding
solution of (17) satisfies |x(t, x0)| ≤ ε for all t ≥ 0

• (global attractivity) for any x0 ∈ Xn, the corresponding solution of (17) satisfies limt→+∞ x(t, x0) = 0.

�

Remark 3 (RFC under Lagrange stability) Notice that, if the Lagrange stability holds, then the RFC property
holds. We recall that Lagrange stability means that, for every δ > 0 there exists ε > 0 such that, for any
x0 ∈ Xn with ‖x0‖ ≤ δ, the corresponding solution of (17) satisfies the inequality |x(t, x0)| ≤ ε for all t ≥ 0
(notice the reverted order of quantifiers as compared to the first item of Theorem 8). In particular, if δ can be
chosen arbitrarily large for sufficiently large ε in the first item of Theorem 8, then the Lagrange stability, and
consequently the RFC property, hold. �

It is worth stressing that the stability notions of Definition 6 turn out to be equivalent when f0 is linear. To
see this, consider the linear time-invariant system

ẋ(t) = Axt (20)

where A : Xn → Rn denotes a bounded linear operator. Then, we have the following result from
[Hale and Lunel, 1993, Corollary 6.1, p. 215].

Theorem 9 (Linear case) The linear system (20) is GES if and only if its origin is AS. �

The class of systems (20) benefits from a wide range of analysis and control tools especially designed for linear
dynamics: see for instance the textbooks [Boukas and Liu, 2002, Fridman, 2014, Gu et al., 2012, Li et al., 2015,
Kharitonov, 2013, Kuang, 1993, Mahmoud, 2000, Niculescu, 2001, Michiels and Niculescu, 2014]. Some lineariza-
tion procedures allow to conclude ES of the nonlinear system (17) through the study of an associated linear system:
see [Krasovskii, 1963, Theorem 33.2], [Kolmanovskii and Myshkis, 2013], [Haidar and Pepe, 2021, Theorem 5.2].
One of these approaches is through the Fréchet derivative.

Definition 7 (Fréchet derivative) The function f0 in (17) is said to be Fréchet differentiable at the origin if there
exists a bounded linear operator A : Xn → Rn (the Fréchet derivative at the origin) such that

lim
‖φ‖→0+

|f0(φ)−Aφ|
‖φ‖ = 0.

�

Theorem 10 (ES through linearization) Let the function f0 in (17) be Fréchet differentiable at the origin and let
A : Xn → Rn denote its Fréchet derivative at the origin. Then the origin of the nonlinear system (17) is ES if
and only if the origin of the linear system ẋ(t) = Axt is AS. �

The following simple example illustrates how to apply this result in practice.
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Example 2 (ES through linearization) Consider the scalar nonlinear system

ẋ(t) = −x(t) + x(t−∆)q, (21)

with ∆ > 0 and q > 1. For this system, f0(φ) = −φ(0) + φ(−∆)q for all φ ∈ X . The Fréchet derivative of f0 at
the origin is given by Aφ = −φ(0) for all φ ∈ X . The corresponding linear system is described by the equation
ẋ(t) = −xt(0) = −x(t) and is finite dimensional. Its origin can easily be checked to be AS. We conclude with
Theorem 10 that the origin of the nonlinear system (21) is ES. �

3.2 Lyapunov-like conditions

A very useful way to study stability properties relies on the Lyapunov-Krasovskii approach, introduced in
[Krasovskii, 1963].

Definition 8 (LKF, coerciveness) A functional V : Xn → R≥0 is said to be a Lyapunov-Krasovskii functional
candidate (LKF) if it is Lipschitz on bounded sets and there exist α, α ∈ K∞ such that, for all φ ∈ Xn,

α(|φ(0)|) ≤ V (φ) ≤ α(‖φ‖). (22)

It is said to be a coercive LKF if there exist α, α ∈ K∞ such that, for all φ ∈ Xn,

α(‖φ‖) ≤ V (φ) ≤ α(‖φ‖). (23)

We call these LKFs local if (22)-(23) hold only for ‖φ‖ ≤ r for some r > 0. �

Condition (22) imposes that V (0) = 0, that V is positive whenever φ(0) 6= 0, and that it grows to infinity as
|φ(0)| → +∞. Condition (23) is a stronger requirement as it imposes additionally that V does not vanish unless
φ is identically zero.

Coercive LKFs provide more information on the system, but they are usually more difficult, and often less
intuitive, to handle in practice. The following technical lemma, taken from [Karafyllis and Jiang, 2010], provides
a constructive way to get a coercive LKF based on the knowledge of a non-coercive one. As we will see through
Example 7, this lemma in turn provides interesting properties on its Driver’s derivative, which can be useful in
stability analysis.

Lemma 2 (Construction of coercive LKFs) Let W : Rn → R≥0 be a continuously differentiable function. Then,
given any c > 0, the functional V : Xn → R≥0 defined for all φ ∈ Xn as

V (φ) := max
τ∈[−∆,0]

W (φ(τ))ecτ

is Lipschitz on bounded sets and satisfies the following implications for all w ∈ Rn:

W (φ(0)) < V (φ) ⇒ D+V (φ,w) ≤ −cV (φ)

W (φ(0)) = V (φ) ⇒ D+V (φ,w) ≤ max {−cV (φ) , ∇W (φ(0))w} .

�

Note that if W is additionally taken as a positive definite radially unbounded function in the above statement,
then the corresponding functional V results in a coercive LKF, as can easily be checked from its definition.

The following result shows that asymptotic stability can be characterized in LKF terms. See [Krasovskii, 1963,
Theorems 30.2, 31.3] for the AS property and [Pepe and Karafyllis, 2013, Theorem 2.3]-[Chaillet et al., 2022a,
Proposition 2] for the GAS property. See also [Hale and Lunel, 1993, Kolmanovskii and Myshkis, 2013].
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Theorem 11 (LKF characterization of GAS/AS) The following statements are equivalent:

• (17) is GAS

• there exist a LKF V : Xn → R≥0 and σ ∈ KL such that, for all φ ∈ Xn,

D+V (φ, f0(φ)) ≤ −σ(|φ(0)|, ‖φ‖) (24)

• there exist a LKF V : Xn → R≥0 and α ∈ P such that, for all φ ∈ Xn,

D+V (φ, f0(φ)) ≤ −α(|φ(0)|) (25)

• there exist a LKF V : Xn → R≥0 such that, for all φ ∈ Xn,

D+V (φ, f0(φ)) ≤ −V (φ) (26)

• there exist a coercive LKF V : Xn → R≥0 and α ∈ K∞ such that, for all φ ∈ Xn,

D+V (φ, f0(φ)) ≤ −α(‖φ‖). (27)

Moreover, the same equivalences hold for AS if (25), (26) and (27) hold with a local LKF and only for ‖φ‖ ≤ r
for some r > 0. �

Condition (25) is probably the handiest way to establish GAS (or AS) as the considered LKF is not requested
to be coercive and its dissipation rate is only required to involve the current value of the solution’s norm (point-
wise dissipation). It can actually be even relaxed to (24), in which the dissipation rate is allowed to be smaller
when ‖φ‖ gets larger (KL dissipation), which turns out particularly useful when dealing with LKFs of the form
V (φ) = ln(1 +W (φ)) where W denotes another LKF. It is interesting to notice that any of these two conditions
ensures the existence of a LKF which dissipates exponentially along the systems solution (condition (26)), and
even the existence of a coercive LKF that dissipates in terms of the whole state history (history-wise dissipation,
condition (27)), which may prove useful for further robustness analysis.

Exponential stability can also be characterized using LKFs, as stated next. See [Krasovskii, 1963, Lemma
33.1] for the ES property and [Pepe and Karafyllis, 2013, Theorems 2.3, 2.4, 2.5] or [Haidar et al., 2022] for the
GES property.

Theorem 12 (LKF characterizations of GES/ES) The following statements are equivalent:

• (17) is GES

• there exist a LKF V : Xn → R≥0 and a, a, p > 0 such that, for all φ ∈ Xn,

a|φ(0)|p ≤ V (φ) ≤ a‖φ‖p (28)

D+V (φ, f0(φ)) ≤ −aV (φ) (29)

• there exist a LKF V : Xn → R≥0 and a, a, a, p > 0 such that, for all φ ∈ Xn,

a‖φ‖p ≤ V (φ) ≤ a‖φ‖p (30)

D+V (φ, f0(φ)) ≤ −a‖φ‖p. (31)

Moreover, the same equivalence holds for ES if the above bounds hold only for ‖φ‖ ≤ r for some r > 0. �

Here again, conditions (28)-(29) are usually easier to invoke in practice as they do not require a coercive LKF.
Nevertheless, the dissipation is requested to involve the whole LKF itself. As far as local properties are concerned,
a point-wise dissipation is also sufficient to ensure ES, as stated in the following result, which can be derived from
[Chaillet et al., 2019] or [Chaillet et al., 2022b].
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Theorem 13 (ES under point-wise dissipation) The origin of (17) is ES if and only if there exist a LKF V : Xn →
R≥0 and a, a, a, r > 0 such that, for all φ ∈ Xn with ‖φ‖ ≤ r,

a|φ(0)|2 ≤ V (φ) ≤ a‖φ‖2

D+V (φ, f0(φ)) ≤ −a|φ(0)|2.

�

As discussed in Section 8.2, it is not known yet whether GES can be established through a point-wise dissipation
in general. Nevertheless, additional growth conditions have been proposed in [Chaillet et al., 2022b] to make this
possible.

Theorem 14 (GES under point-wise dissipation) Assume that there exist a functional V : Xn → R≥0 which is
Lipschitz on bounded sets, a, a, a > 0, and ε ≥ 0 such that, for all φ ∈ Xn,

a |φ(0)|2 ≤ V (φ) ≤ a ‖φ‖2 (32)

D+V (φ, f0(φ)) ≤ −a |φ(0)|2 + ε ‖φ‖2 . (33)

Assume further that there exists a symmetric positive definite matrix P ∈ Rn×n and a constant c > 0 such that
any of the two following conditions is satisfied:

φ(0)>P f0(φ) ≤ c ‖φ‖2 , ∀φ ∈ Xn (34)

φ(0)>P f0(φ) ≥ −c ‖φ‖2 , ∀φ ∈ Xn. (35)

Then there exists ε̄ > 0 such that, if ε ∈ [0, ε̄), the system (1) is GES. �

This result provides a point-wise LKF condition for GES when focused on the case when ε = 0. A similar
result (for ε = 0) was originally given in [Chaillet et al., 2019] under the assumption that f0 is globally Lipschitz.
It is worth noting that any of the conditions (34)-(35) is trivially satisfied with P = I if f0 is globally Lipschitz.
Nevertheless, they are far from being confined to such a requirement (see the examples in [Chaillet et al., 2022b]).
Interestingly, Theorem 14 allows for the presence of a positive term ε‖φ‖2, which may prove useful in establishing
GES under modeling uncertainty. This feature would be trivial if the considered LKF were coercive and with a
history-wise dissipation, but becomes more interesting here (as (33) does not even guarantee that D+V (φ, f0(φ)) ≤
0 if ε > 0). Note finally that [Chaillet et al., 2022b] provides explicit estimates of ε̄, which are not reported here.

Example 3 (Neuronal population) Consider the following scalar system

ẋ(t) = −x(t) + g
(
x(t−∆)

)
, (36)

where g : R → R denotes a globally Lipschitz function with Lipschitz constant ` > 0 and satisfying g(0) = 0.
Such class of systems is sometimes employed to model the dynamics of a neuronal population, in which case the
delay ∆ ≥ 0 reflects the non-instantaneous propagation of spikes along the axons. We claim that, regardless of
the value of ∆, the origin of this system is GES provided that

` < 1. (37)

To see this, consider the LKF defined as

V (φ) :=
1

2

(
φ(0)2 +

∫ 0

−∆

φ(τ)2dτ

)
, ∀φ ∈ X .

Such a functional clearly satisfies condition (32) since

1

2
|φ(0)|2 ≤ V (φ) ≤ 1 + ∆

2
‖φ‖2.

Defining f0 as the right-hand side of (36) and reasoning as in Example 1, it holds that

D+V (φ, f0(φ)) = −φ(0)2 + φ(0)g
(
φ(−∆)

)
+

1

2

(
φ(0)2 − φ(−∆)2

)
.
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Using the assumptions made on g, it holds that |g(z)| ≤ `|z| for all z ∈ R. Recalling that ab ≤ (`a2 + b2/`)/2 for
all a, b ∈ R, it follows that

D+V (φ, f0(φ)) ≤ −φ(0)2 + `|φ(0)||φ(−∆)|+ 1

2

(
φ(0)2 − φ(−∆)2

)
≤ −1

2
φ(0)2 +

`

2

(
`φ(0)2 +

φ(−∆)2

`

)
− 1

2
φ(−∆)2

≤ −1

2

(
1− `2

)
φ(0)2.

In view of (37), this makes condition (33) fulfilled. Finally, since g is globally Lipschitz, any of the two conditions
(34)-(35) is fulfilled with P = I and GES follows from Theorem 14. Note that, for this system, a LKF-wise
dissipation rate can easily be obtained by considering the alternative LKF

W (φ) :=
1

2

(
φ(0)2 +

∫ 0

−∆

ecτφ(τ)2dτ

)
,

for some c > 0: this was formally shown in [Or lowski et al., 2022, Lemma 1]. Nevertheless, the point-wise
dissipation required by (33) significantly simplifies the analysis. �

The following theorem provides an alternative methodology for checking the GAS property by means
of the Razumikhin methodology. See [Razumikhin, 1956], [Hale and Lunel, 1993, Theorem 4.2], and
[Karafyllis et al., 2008b, Proposition 4.2].

Theorem 15 (GAS through Lyapunov-Razumikhin) Assume that there exist a continuously differentiable function
V : Rn → R≥0 and functions α, α ∈ K∞ such that, for all z ∈ Rn,

α(|z|) ≤ V (z) ≤ α(|z|).

Assume further that there exist α ∈ P and ρ ∈ K∞, such that, for all φ ∈ Xn,

V (φ(0)) ≥ ρ
(

max
τ∈[−∆,0]

V (φ(τ))

)
⇒ ∇V (φ(0))f0(φ) ≤ −α(|φ(0)|).

Then the system (17) is GAS provided that ρ(s) < s for all s > 0. �

GES can also be established by using the Lyapunov-Razumikhin approach, as stated in the following result.
See [Wang and Liu, 2005, Liu et al., 2006, Dashkovskiy et al., 2012], where the Razumikhin approach for the GES
property is provided in the context of impulsive time-delay systems. The proof of the following result can also be
obtained by invoking [Karafyllis and Jiang, 2011b, Lemma 2.14].

Theorem 16 (GES through Lyapunov-Razumikhin) Assume that there exist a continuously differentiable function
V : Rn → R≥0 and a, a, p > 0 such that, for all z ∈ Rn,

a|z|p ≤ V (z) ≤ a|z|p.

Assume further that there exist a > 0 and ρ ∈ (0, 1) such that, for all φ ∈ Xn,

V (φ(0)) ≥ ρ max
τ∈[−∆,0]

V (φ(τ)) ⇒ ∇V (φ(0))f0(φ) ≤ −aV (φ(0)).

Then the system (17) is GES. �

A related way to establish GES is through Halanay’s inequality [Halanay, 1966, p. 378].

Theorem 17 (GES through Halanay) Assume that there exist a continuously differentiable function V : Rn → R≥0

and a, a, p > 0 such that, for all z ∈ Rn,

a|z|p ≤ V (z) ≤ a|z|p.

Assume further that there exists a, b > 0 such that, for all φ ∈ Xn,

∇V (φ(0))f0(φ) ≤ −aV (φ(0)) + b max
τ∈[−∆,0]

V (φ(τ)).

Then the system (17) is GES provided that a > b. �
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A vector form of this result was also provided in [Mazenc et al., 2022].

Theorem 17 has more recently been extended to GAS by relying on a nonlinear version of Halanay’s inequality
[Pepe, 2022, Corollary 1].

Theorem 18 (GAS through Halanay) Assume that there exist a continuously differentiable function V : Rn →
R≥0 and α, α ∈ K∞ such that, for all z ∈ Rn,

α(|z|) ≤ V (z) ≤ α(|z|).
Assume further that there exists α ∈ P and γ ∈ K such that, for all φ ∈ Xn,

∇V (φ(0))f0(φ) ≤ −α(V (φ(0))) + γ

(
max

τ∈[−∆,0]
V (φ(τ))

)
.

Then the system (17) is GAS provided that α− γ ∈ P. �

3.3 Output stability properties

In Sections 3.1 and 3.2, we have presented tools to study stability of the origin in terms of all state variables.
In several applications, this constitutes a too demanding requirement, for instance when only particular state
variables converge to the zero. This is particularly true when dealing with adaptive control, in which case the
state of the closed-loop system is made of both the state of the plant and the parameter estimation errors:
the control objective is then to drive the plant state to the origin, but it is not necessarily guaranteed that
the estimation error will vanish. Other applications arise from tracking and output regulation problems where
only the tracking error is requested to converge to zero. Similarly, in observer design, the aim is to cancel the
observation error while the actual state may not have any prescribed behavior.

This kind of properties can be analyzed using output stability notions, which impose stability properties on
an output y only, rather than the full state x. In this section, we therefore consider systems as in (17) with an
output map:

ẋ(t) = f0(xt), (38a)

y(t) = h(xt), (38b)

where y(t) ∈ Rp represents the output we are interested in. Beyond Standing Assumption 1, we also assume
throughout this section that the system is forward complete, which can be established for instance with Theorem
5 or 6. The output map h : Xn → Rp in (38b) is assumed to be Lipschitz on bounded sets with h(0) = 0. One
may consider a more general output map h : Xn → Y, where Y is a normed linear space with a norm ‖ · ‖Y .
However, in the context of output stability, one can in general reformulate the problem by considering the output
map h̃ : Xn → Rp given by h̃(φ) := ‖h(φ)‖Y . Given any x0 ∈ Xn, we let y(t, x0) := h(xt(x0)).

In some applications, the considered output depends only on the current value of the solutions, namely
h(xt) = h0(x(t)) for some continuous map h0 : Rn → Rp. This constitutes a particular case of the following
notion, introduced in [Karafyllis et al., 2008a, Definition 3.8].

Definition 9 (Equivalence to finite-dimensional output map) Suppose there exists a continuous map h0 : Rn →
Rp with h0(0) = 0 and α, α ∈ K∞ such that, for all φ ∈ Xn,

α(|h0(φ(0))|) ≤ |h(φ)| ≤ α
(

sup
τ∈[−∆,0]

|h0(φ(τ))|
)
.

Then we say that h : Xn → Rp is equivalent to the finite-dimensional mapping h0. �

For finite dimensional systems, output-stability notions were considered in [Sontag and Wang, 1999] and
[Teel and Praly, 2000] in the ISS framework. Such properties were also referred to as stability with respect to
two measures [Lakshmikantham and Liu, 1993] or partial asymptotic stability [Vorotnikov, 1993]. For delay sys-
tems, the following property was introduced in [Karafyllis et al., 2008a].

Definition 10 (GAOS) A forward complete system (38) is said to be globally asymptotically output stable (GAOS)
if there exists β ∈ KL such that, for all x0 ∈ Xn,

|y(t, x0)| ≤ β(‖x0‖, t), ∀ t ≥ 0. (39)

�
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Here again, Lemma 1 ensures that GAOS holds if the state estimate (39) is satisfied for all x0 ∈
C1([−∆, 0],Rn). Clearly, GAOS boils down to GAS in the particular case when h(φ) = φ(0). The GAOS
property readily implies that the output transient overshoot is arbitrarily small for initial states sufficiently close
to the origin. It also guarantees that the output norm converges to zero from any initial state. More precisely,
GAOS ensures the following properties:

• global output stability (GOS): there exists ζ ∈ K such that, for all x0 ∈ Xn,

|y(t, x0)| ≤ ζ(‖x0‖), ∀ t ≥ 0 (40)

• global output attractivity : for each x0 ∈ Xn,

lim
t→+∞

y(t, x0) = 0. (41)

Unlike the KL estimate (39), global output attractivity does not guarantee that the rate at which the output
converges is uniform over bounded sets of initial states. In view of Remark 3, the GAOS property coincides
with the combination of GOS and global output attractivity in the case when h(φ) = φ(0) (since GOS implies
in particular Lagrange stability in that case). A natural question is then whether Theorem 8 extends to GAOS,
namely if the combination of GOS and global output attractivity implies GAOS under the RFC assumption. A
negative answer to this question was provided through a counterexample in [Or lowski et al., 2020].

The following LKF characterization of GAOS was stated in [Karafyllis et al., 2008a, Theorem 4.2].

Theorem 19 (LKF characterization of GAOS) Assume that the system (38) is RFC. Then the following state-
ments are equivalent:

i) (38) is GAOS

ii) there exist a functional V : Xn → R≥0 which is Lipschitz on bounded sets, α, α ∈ K∞, and α ∈ P such
that, for all φ ∈ Xn,

α(|h(φ)|) ≤ V (φ) ≤ α(‖φ‖) (42)

D+V (φ, f0(φ)) ≤ −α(V (φ)) (43)

iii) there exist a functional V : Xn → R≥0 which is Lipschitz on bounded sets and α, α ∈ K∞ such that, for all
φ ∈ Xn, (42) holds and

D+V (φ, f0(φ)) ≤ −V (φ). (44)

Moreover, if there exist η ∈ K∞ and R ≥ 0 such that

η(|φ(0)|) ≤ V (φ) +R, ∀φ ∈ Xn, (45)

then the RFC condition is not needed. �

It is worth stressing that (42) requires a lower bound on V only in terms of the output norm; hence, V is not
requested to be a LKF in the sense of Definition 8.

This theorem states that GAOS is ensured provided that this function V admits a LKF-wise dissipation
(condition (43)). Condition (44) then states that there exists a functional V that dissipates exponentially along
the system’s solutions.

Condition (45) imposes that the considered functional V is lower bounded by a function of the full state
(rather than the output only) modulo a constant R ≥ 0. It turns out particularly useful when considering practical
stability properties, meaning stability of a ball of radius r > 0 centered at the origin (rather than the origin itself).
In this case, the output can be picked as the distance with respect to this ball, namely y(t) = max{|x(t)| − r, 0},
meaning that h(φ) = max{|φ(0)| − r, 0} for all φ ∈ Xn.

Remark 4 In Theorem 19, the RFC assumption can be relaxed to FC for the implications of ii) ⇔ iii) and iii)
⇒ i). �
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In view of Theorem 11, it seems natural to ask whether GAOS would also hold under a KL dissipation of the
form

D+V (φ, f0(φ)) ≤ −σ(V (φ), ‖φ‖) (46)

for some σ ∈ KL, meaning that the dissipation rate is allowed to be smaller when ‖φ‖ gets larger. The following
example shows that is not the case in general, even in finite dimension.

Example 4 (RFC + KL dissipation ; GAOS) Consider the finite-dimensional system

ẋ1(t) = x1(t) (47a)

ẋ2(t) = − x2(t)

1 + x1(t)2
. (47b)

RFC of this system can easily be shown with Theorem 5. Letting V (φ) := φ2(0)2 for all φ = (φ1, φ2)> ∈ X 2, it
readily holds that

|φ2(0)|2 ≤ V (φ) ≤ ‖φ‖2

thus fulfilling (42) with the output map h(φ) := φ2(0). Moreover, defining f0 as the vector field of (47), it holds
that

D+V (φ, f0(φ)) = − 2φ2(0)2

1 + φ1(0)2
≤ − 2V (φ)

1 + ‖φ‖2 ,

thus establishing (46) with σ(r, s) := 2r/(1 + s2) for all r, s ≥ 0. Nevertheless, the system is not GAOS. To
see this, consider any initial state satisfying x0(0) = (1, 1)>. Then it holds that x1(t) = et ≥ t for all t ≥ 0.
Consequently,

x2(t) = x2(0) exp

(
−
∫ t

0

dτ

1 + x1(τ)2

)
≥ exp

(
−
∫ t

0

dτ

1 + τ2

)
≥ e−π/2.

Thus, the considered output does not converge to zero, meaning that the system is not GAOS. �

Nevertheless, we will see in Theorem 34 that such a KL dissipation does ensure GAOS provided that the
RFC assumption is replaced by the stronger requirement that |x(t, x0)| ≤ η(‖x0‖) for all t ≥ 0 for some η ∈ K∞,
meaning that the whole state is bounded and that the origin is stable (which is clearly violated in the above
example).

All the conditions of Theorem 19 impose to obtain negative terms in V in its Driver’s derivative. In the analysis
of output stability properties, this sometimes constitutes a difficult task. It was shown through a counter-example
in [Or lowski et al., 2020] that the existence of a functional V satisfying

D+V (φ, f0(φ)) ≤ −α(|h(φ)|)
with some α ∈ K∞ is not enough to conclude GAOS (even in a finite-dimensional context). In other words, a
dissipation rate involving merely the output norm is not enough for GAOS: while such a condition does ensure
GOS and global output attractivity, the uniformity requirement on bounded sets of initial states is not met. The
following result, proposed in [Karafyllis and Chaillet, 2021], provides an additional condition under which GAOS
can be derived from a dissipation rate involving the output only.

Theorem 20 (GAOS under non-LKF-wise dissipation) Let (38) be forward complete and assume there exist two
functionals V,W : Xn → R≥0 that are Lipschitz on bounded sets, α ∈ K∞, and α ∈ P such that, for all φ ∈ Xn,

α(|h(φ)|) ≤W (φ) (48)

D+V (φ, f0(φ)) ≤ −α(W (φ)). (49)

Then, under the condition that

D+W (φ, f0(φ)) ≤ 0, ∀φ ∈ Xn, (50)

the system (38) is GAOS. �

Observe that in the special case when W = V , this result is consistent with the implication of ii)⇒ i) in The-
orem 19. Nevertheless, the above result does not require that W = V : it just needs to be lower-bounded in terms
of the output norm, as imposed by (48) (in particular, W (φ) could be the output norm itself). Theorem 20 thus
states that GAOS does hold if W does not increase along the system’s solutions, as imposed by (50). This addi-
tional flexibility with respect to Theorem 19 finds applications in adaptive control [Karafyllis and Chaillet, 2021].
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4 Input-to-state stability

In this section we consider systems of the form (1) to evaluate the impact of the input u on the system’s
behavior. Standing Assumption 1 is assumed to hold, although many of the results presented here can be
proved under less demanding regularity assumptions for the map f . For example, some results below hold for
mappings f which satisfy a right-hand side Lipschitz condition on bounded sets of Xn: see [Karafyllis et al., 2008b,
Assumption (S1)].

4.1 Definition and equivalent formulations

The first definition of ISS for delay systems of the form (1) was given in [Teel, 1998]. The standard definitions
of LISS and ISS are given below.

Definition 11 (ISS, LISS) System (1) is said to be input-to-state stable (ISS) if there exist β ∈ KL and µ ∈ N
such that, for all x0 ∈ Xn and all u ∈ Um,

|x(t, x0, u)| ≤ β (‖x0‖ , t) + µ
(∥∥u[0,t]

∥∥) , ∀t ≥ 0. (51)

The function µ is then called an ISS gain. We say that system (1) is locally input-to-state stable (LISS) if (51)
holds only for ‖x0‖ ≤ r and ‖u‖ ≤ r for some r > 0. �

As in the finite-dimensional case [Sontag, 1989, Sontag, 2000], the estimate (51) expresses the asymptotically
vanishing effect of the initial conditions (via the term β (‖x0‖ , t)) and the persistent effect of the external input
u (via the term µ

(∥∥u[0,t]

∥∥)).
It is worth stressing that the ISS gain µ is here considered to be of class N , namely to be continuous, non-

decreasing and zero at zero. The ISS literature often imposes that µ ∈ K or even K∞. The key property is
that the ISS gain vanishes continuously at zero, which ensures that inputs of small magnitude produce small
steady-state errors. The advantage of considering µ ∈ N is that it allows for ISS gains that are identically zero,
which proves useful in particular to assess robust versions of GAS and to unify results on feedback and cascade
interconnections (see Section 7). Note however that any function of class N can be upper bounded by a K or
K∞ function, thus making the state estimate (51) also satisfied with these classes of ISS gains. Moreover, as in
the finite-dimensional case, ISS automatically guarantees the following properties:

• 0-GAS : the input-free system ẋ(t) = f(xt, 0) is GAS

• bounded input-bounded state (BIBS) property: given any x0 ∈ Xn and any u ∈ Um,

‖u‖ < +∞ ⇒ sup
t≥0
|x(t, x0, u)| < +∞ (52)

• asymptotic gain (AG) property: there exists µ ∈ N such that, for all x0 ∈ Xn and all u ∈ Um:

lim sup
t→+∞

|x(t, x0, u)| ≤ µ(‖u‖) (53)

• converging input-converging state (CICS) property: given any x0 ∈ Xn and any u ∈ Um,

lim
t→+∞

|u(t)| = 0 ⇒ lim
t→+∞

|x(t, x0, u)| = 0. (54)

It should be noticed that the notion of ISS can be formulated in various equivalent ways. An example is the
so-called “max-formulation”, which replaces (51) by

|x(t, x0, u)| ≤ max
{
β (‖φ‖ , t) , µ

(∥∥u[0,t]

∥∥)} , ∀t ≥ 0.

This alternative formulation clearly illustrates the combination of transient behavior (mostly dictated by the
initial state) and the steady-state one (only dictated by the input), as depicted by Figure 2.

The following alternative formulation proves particularly useful for time-delay systems.
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Figure 2: Schematic representation of the time evolution of an ISS system’s solution.

Proposition 2 (History norm formulation) System (1) is ISS if and only if there exist β ∈ KL and µ ∈ N such
that, for all x0 ∈ Xn and all u ∈ Um,

‖xt(x0, u)‖ ≤ β (‖x0‖ , t) + µ
(∥∥u[0,t]

∥∥) , ∀t ≥ 0.

�

The proof of this result is straightforward, by taking the sup of (51) over the interval [t−∆, t]. The following
formulation of the ISS property is less immediate and allows to focus on a more restricted class of initial states
and inputs.

Proposition 3 (Restricting initial states and inputs) System (1) is ISS if and only if there exist β ∈ KL and
µ ∈ N such that estimate (51) holds for all initial states x0 ∈ C1 ([−∆, 0],Rn) and all inputs u ∈ Um which are
piecewise-constant and right-continuous on R≥0. �

The fact that we can restrict the considered initial states to continuously differentiable segments was already
anticipated by Lemma 3. This result also shows that we can focus on piece-wise constant and right-continuous
inputs with no loss of generality. The above formulation is particularly useful when studying the time evolution of
functionals along the solutions of (1). More specifically, given a functional V : Xn → R which is locally Lipschitz
(or Lipschitz on bounded sets), for every initial condition x0 ∈ C1 ([−∆, 0],Rn) and every input u ∈ Um, the
mapping t 7→ V (xt(φ, u)) is locally absolutely continuous for all t ≥ 0 for which the solution of (1) is defined,
thus allowing an easier integration of its Dini derivative.

The equivalence shown in Proposition 3 was firstly formulated in [Haidar and Pepe, 2021] in the context of
switching retarded systems. See in particular Theorem 3.1 in that reference. The equivalence for the case of
piecewise continuous right-continuous inputs was established in [Karafyllis et al., 2008b].

The next formulation uses a different way of expressing the effect of the external input.

Proposition 4 (Fading memory estimate) System (1) is ISS if and only if there exist β ∈ KL and µ ∈ N such
that, for all x0 ∈ Xn and all u ∈ Um,

|x(t, x0, u)| ≤ max

{
β(‖x0‖, t) , sup

τ∈[0,t]

β
(
µ(|u(τ)|), t− τ

)}
, ∀t ≥ 0. (55)

�

Estimate (55) illustrates the fading memory effect: the solution’s behavior is more influenced by recent values
of the input than past ones. Fading memory ISS estimates were first used in [Praly and Wang, 1996] for finite-
dimensional systems and are particularly useful for the derivation of small-gain conditions to analyze stability of
interconnected systems (Section 7). In an infinite-dimensional context, fading memory estimates were recently
utilized in the book [Karafyllis and Krstic, 2019] for the case where β(s, t) = kse−λt and µ(s) = µ0s, for some
k, λ, µ0 > 0 (a property referred to as exp-ISS ). See also the discussion in [Karafyllis and Jiang, 2011b]. The
proof of Proposition 4 relies on the LKF characterizations of ISS (see Theorem 23 below) and can be found in
[Karafyllis et al., 2008b].

The LISS property happens to be less interesting than expected, as it simply boils down to internal asymptotic
stability, as proved in [Pepe et al., 2017, Theorem 6].
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Theorem 21 (LISS ⇔ 0-AS) System (1) is LISS if and only if the origin of the zero-input system ẋ(t) = f(xt, 0)
is AS. �

This result shows the intrinsic robustness of asymptotic stability. It extends to time-delay systems the original
result [Sontag and Wang, 1996, Lemma I.1] established for finite-dimensional systems. An extension to more
general classes of infinite-dimensional systems was also provided in [Mironchenko, 2016]. Theorem 21 is a purely
local result, both in the state and the input, and does not extend to global properties even in finite dimension
[Sontag and Krichman, 2003, Teel and Hespanha, 2004]. Indeed, 0-GAS (or even 0-GES) does not necessarily
imply ISS, as illustrated by the following example.

Example 5 (0-GES ; ISS) The system ẋ(t) = −x(t) + x(t − 1)u(t) admits unbounded solutions. For instance,
for x0(τ) = eτ for all τ ∈ [−1, 0] and for the constant input u ≡ 2e, the solution reads x(t) = et for all t ≥ 0.
Consequently, it does not satisfy the BIBS property and thus cannot be ISS. Nevertheless, the corresponding
input-free system ẋ(t) = −x(t) is GES. �

There is anyway a class of systems for which ISS can be deduced from the stability properties of the corre-
sponding input-free system. This is the class of globally Lipschitz systems. More precisely, we have the following
from [Yeganefar et al., 2008, Theorem 3.2].

Theorem 22 (0-GES ⇒ ISS for globally Lipschitz systems) Suppose that there exist constants L > 0, p ∈ [0, 1)
such that, for all φ, ψ ∈ Xn and all v ∈ Rm,

|f(φ, 0)− f(ψ, 0)| ≤ L ‖φ− ψ‖ (56)

|f(φ, v)− f(φ, 0)| ≤ Lmax {‖φ‖p , 1} |v| . (57)

Then, provided that the origin of the input-free system ẋ(t) = f(xt, 0) is GES, the system (1) is ISS. �

Example 6 (Neuronal population, continued) Let us go back to the neural population model considered in Exam-
ple 3, namely:

ẋ(t) = −x(t) + g
(
x(t−∆) + u(t)

)
, (58)

where g : R → R denotes a globally Lipschitz function with Lipschitz constant ` > 0 and satisfying g(0) = 0.
Note that, as compared to (36), we have added an input u ∈ U , which could for instance model neuronal activity
from other brain structures. We have seen in Example 3 that the origin of this system is GES if ` < 1, regardless
of the value of the delay ∆ ≥ 0. The vector field for this system reads f(φ, v) = −φ(0) + g

(
φ(−∆) + v

)
for all

φ ∈ X and all v ∈ R. Using the Lipschitz property of g, it holds for all φ, ψ ∈ X that

|f(φ, 0)− f(ψ, 0)| =
∣∣−φ(0) + g

(
φ(−∆)

)
+ ψ(0)− g

(
ψ(−∆)

)∣∣
≤ |φ(0)− ψ(0)|+ `|φ(−∆)− ψ(−∆)|
≤ (`+ 1)‖φ− ψ‖,

thus making (56) fulfilled with L = `+ 1. In addition, given any φ ∈ X and any v ∈ R,

|f(φ, v)− f(φ, 0)| =
∣∣−φ(0) + g

(
φ(−∆) + v

)
+ φ(0)− g

(
φ(−∆)

)∣∣
≤ ` |φ(−∆) + v − φ(−∆)|
≤ `|v|,

thus establishing (57) with p = 0 and the constant L chosen above. We conclude with Theorem 22 that the
system (58) is ISS if ` < 1, no matter the value of the delay ∆. �

Theorem 22 covers in particular linear time-invariant systems of the form

ẋ(t) = Axt +Bu(t) (59)

where A is a bounded linear operator from Xn to Rn and B ∈ Rn×m. Combining the above result with Theorem
9, we obtain the following statement (see [Pepe and Jiang, 2006]).

Corollary 1 (AS ⇒ ISS for linear systems) If the origin of the linear system ẋ(t) = Axt is AS, then (59) is ISS.
�
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4.2 Lyapunov-like conditions

The notion of ISS Lyapunov function, that plays a crucial role for the characterization of the ISS property
in the finite-dimensional case [Sontag and Wang, 1995], can be extended to time-delay systems. However, in the
infinite-dimensional case the situation is more complicated as a LKF may be requested to have different types of
dissipation properties.

Definition 12 (ISS LKF) For system (1), a LKF V : Xn → R≥0 is said to be

• an ISS LKF with history-wise dissipation if there exist α ∈ K∞ and γ ∈ N such that

D+V (φ, f(φ, v)) ≤ −α (‖φ‖) + γ (|v|) (60)

• an ISS LKF with LKF-wise dissipation if there exist α ∈ K∞ and γ ∈ N such that

D+V (φ, f(φ, v)) ≤ −α (V (φ)) + γ (|v|) (61)

• an ISS LKF with point-wise dissipation if there exist α ∈ K∞ and γ ∈ N such that

D+V (φ, f(φ, v)) ≤ −α (|φ(0)|) + γ (|v|) (62)

• an ISS LKF in implication form if there exist α ∈ P and χ ∈ N such that

V (φ) ≥ χ (|v|) ⇒ D+V (φ, f(φ, v)) ≤ −α (|φ(0)|) (63)

where (60)-(63) are all meant to hold for all φ ∈ Xn and all v ∈ Rm.

�

It is clear that the following implications hold:

(60) ⇒ (61) ⇒ (62)

(61) ⇒ (63).

In a finite-dimensional context, the distinction between all these notions of ISS Lyapunov functions is irrelevant.
This is due to the fact that, for delay-free systems, any Lyapunov function candidate is both upper and lower
bounded by functions of the state norm. This fact ensures that a dissipation rate involving the whole Lyapunov
function is qualitatively equivalent to a dissipation rate involving the state norm. In other words, all the above
concepts are equivalent for finite-dimensional systems. However, this is not the case for delay systems. The
following example shows that the difference in the dissipation rate appears even in the simplest example of a
linear scalar system with a single discrete delay.

Example 7 (Different types of dissipation) Consider the scalar linear delay system

ẋ(t) = −cx(t) + x(t−∆) + u(t) (64)

where c =
(
3 + e2∆

)
/2. Consider the LKFs defined for all φ ∈ X as

V1(φ) :=
1

2
max

τ∈[−∆,0]
φ(τ)2e2τ (65)

V2(φ) :=
1

2
φ(0)2 +

e2∆

2

∫ 0

−∆

e2τφ(τ)2dτ (66)

V3(φ) :=
1

2
φ(0)2 +

1

2

∫ 0

−∆

φ(τ)2dτ. (67)

By virtue of Lemma 2, V1 is Lipschitz on bounded sets. So are the functionals V2 and V3, as seen in Example 1.
The functionals also satisfy the following inequalities for all φ ∈ X :

e−2∆

2
‖φ‖2 ≤ V1(φ) ≤ 1

2
‖φ‖2 (68)

1

2
|φ(0)|2 ≤ V2(φ) ≤ 1 + ∆e2∆

2
‖φ‖2 (69)

1

2
|φ(0)|2 ≤ V3(φ) ≤ 1 + ∆

2
‖φ‖2 . (70)
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In other words, all of them are LKFs (and V1 is actually a coercive LKF). Using Lemma 2, it holds that

D+V1(φ, f(φ, v)) ≤
{

−2V1(φ), if V1(φ) > φ(0)2/2
max

{
−2V1(φ),−cφ(0)2 + φ(0)φ(−∆) + φ(0)v

}
, if V1(φ) = φ(0)2/2,

where f denotes the functional defining the right-hand side of (64). It follows in the latter case that

D+V1(φ, f(φ, v)) ≤ max
{
−2V1(φ),−cφ(0)2 + φ(0)φ(−∆) + φ(0)v

}
≤ max

{
−2V1(φ),− (c− 1)φ(0)2 +

1

2
φ(−∆)2 +

1

2
v2

}
≤ max

{
−2V1(φ),−2 (c− 1)V1(φ) + e2∆V1(φ) +

1

2
v2

}
≤ −V1(φ) +

1

2
v2.

We conclude that the following estimate holds for all φ ∈ X and all v ∈ R:

D+V1(φ, f(φ, v)) ≤ −V1(φ) +
1

2
v2, (71)

meaning that V1 is a coercive ISS LKF with LKF-wise dissipation. It then follows from (68) and (71) that

D+V1(φ, f(φ, v)) ≤ −e
−2∆

2
‖φ‖2 +

1

2
v2, (72)

meaning that V1 is also a coercive ISS LKF with history-wise dissipation.

On the other hand, observing that φ(0)φ(−∆) ≤ 1
2φ(0)2 + 1

2φ(−∆)2 and φ(0)v ≤ 1
2φ(0)2 + 1

2v
2, V2 satisfies

for all φ ∈ X and all v ∈ R:

D+V2(φ, f(φ, v)) ≤ −1

2
φ(0)2 − e2∆

∫ 0

−∆

e2τφ(τ)2dτ +
1

2
v2

≤ −V2(φ) +
1

2
v2.

In other words, V2 is an ISS LKF with LKF-wise dissipation. However notice that V2 is not an ISS LKF with
history-wise dissipation, as the negative terms appearing in its Driver’s derivative cannot be upper-bounded by a
term of the form −α(‖φ‖) with α ∈ K∞.

Finally, observing that φ(0)φ(−∆) ≤ 1
2φ(0)2 + 1

2φ(−∆)2 and φ(0)v ≤ 1
2φ(0)2 + 1

2v
2, it holds for all φ ∈ X and

all v ∈ R that

D+V3(φ, f(φ, v)) ≤ −e
2∆

2
φ(0)2 +

1

2
v2,

meaning that V3 is an ISS LKF with point-wise dissipation. However, notice that V3 has neither a history-wise
nor a LKF-wise dissipation, as the only negative term appearing in its Driver’s derivative involves |φ(0)|2, which
cannot be lower-bounded by any K∞ function of V3(φ) or ‖φ‖. �

The following characterization of ISS is a combination of [Karafyllis et al., 2008b, Theorem 3.3] and
[Kankanamalage et al., 2017, Theorem 2].

Theorem 23 (LKF characterizations of ISS) The following properties are equivalent:

i) (1) is ISS

ii) (1) admits a coercive ISS LKF with history-wise dissipation

iii) (1) admits an ISS LKF with LKF-wise dissipation

iv) (1) admits an ISS LKF in implication form.

�
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Note that, the LKF in Item ii) being coercive, its history-wise dissipation is equivalent to a LKF-wise dissipa-
tion. It should also be noted that in [Kankanamalage et al., 2017] the function α ∈ P appearing in the implication
form (63) (Item iv)) is required to be of class K∞ but the result can be generalized to cover the case where α ∈ P.

The definition of LKF adopted in this survey requests a K∞ lower bound in terms of |φ(0)|. As stated in
[Jacob et al., 2020, Theorem 4.4], ISS can actually be demonstrated under an even weaker requirement for systems
satisfying the RFC property, namely that V vanishes only when φ is identically zero.

Theorem 24 (ISS through non-coercive LKF) Assume that (1) is RFC and that there exist a functional V : Xn →
R≥0 which is Lipschitz on bounded sets of Xn, α, α ∈ K∞ and γ ∈ N such that, for all φ ∈ Xn and all v ∈ Rm,

0 < V (φ) ≤ α (‖φ‖) , ∀φ 6= 0 (73)

D+V (φ, f(φ, v)) ≤ −α (‖φ‖) + γ (|v|) . (74)

Then the system (1) is ISS. �

The above result was stated and proved in [Jacob et al., 2020] in an actually wider infinite-dimensional context
and considering a continuous functional V : Xn → R≥0 (which required the replacement of the Driver’s derivative
in (74) by a Dini derivative along the solutions of (1)).

Among the different types of dissipation proposed in Definition 12, the point-wise one is the least demanding.
As discussed in Section 8.3, it is not known yet whether or not the existence of an ISS LKF with point-wise
dissipation is enough to guarantee ISS. The only results in that direction require an additional assumption on the
growth of the LKF or on the vector field itself. The following result is a slight generalization of the corresponding
result in [Chaillet et al., 2017].

Theorem 25 (ISS through point-wise dissipation rate) Consider a LKF V : Xn → R≥0 for which there exist
α, α1, α2, α3 ∈ K∞ such that, for all φ ∈ Xn,

α(|φ(0)|) ≤ V (φ) ≤ α1(|φ(0)|) + α2

(∫ 0

−∆

α3(|φ(τ)|)dτ
)
. (75)

Assume that V is an ISS LKF with point-wise dissipation for (1), meaning satisfying (62) for some α ∈ K∞ and
γ ∈ N . Then, under the condition that

lim inf
s→+∞

α(s)

α3(s)
> 0, (76)

the system (1) is ISS. �

Per se, (75) constitutes a mild requirement as several typical LKFs used in practice do satisfy such a bound
(see for instance Examples 1, 3 or 7). The main requirement in the above statement is (76), which imposes that
the term α3 under the integral sign in the bound (75) is dominated at infinity by the dissipation rate α. When
focusing on quadratic LKFs, the above result boils down to the following.

Corollary 2 (ISS through quadratic ISS LKF with point-wise dissipation) Assume that there exist symmetric
positive definite matrices P1, P2, Q ∈ Rn×n and γ ∈ N such that the functional defined as

V (φ) := φ(0)>P1 φ(0) +

∫ 0

−∆

φ(τ)>P2 φ(τ)dτ, ∀φ ∈ Xn,

satisfies, for all φ ∈ Xn and all v ∈ Rm,

D+V (φ, f(φ, v)) ≤ −φ(0)>Qφ(0) + γ(|v|).

Then the system (1) is ISS. �

It should be noted that growth rate conditions on the mapping f have also been proposed in
[Chaillet et al., 2017] under which a point-wise ISS dissipation is enough to guarantee ISS.

Another method to establish ISS is through the so-called Lyapunov-Razumikhin approach. This alternative
to the Lyapunov-Krasovskii approach owns the advantage to rely on functions rather than functionals, which
sometimes simplifies the analysis. The following result originally appeared in [Teel, 1998], but can also be found
in [Karafyllis et al., 2008b, Proposition 4.1].
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Theorem 26 (ISS through Razumikhin approach) Assume that there exist ρ ∈ K∞, α ∈ P, γ ∈ N , and a positive
definite and radially unbounded function V ∈ C1(Rn;R≥0) satisfying, for all φ ∈ Xn and all v ∈ Rm,

V (φ(0)) ≥ max

{
ρ

(
max

τ∈[−∆,0]
V (φ(τ))

)
, γ (|v|)

}
⇒ ∇V (φ(0))f(φ, v) ≤ −α(|φ(0)|). (77)

If ρ(s) < s for all s > 0, then the system (1) is ISS. �

Theorem 26 can be interpreted as a small-gain theorem for systems in the following form:

ẋ(t) = F (x(t), xt, u(t)), (78)

where F : Rn × Xn × Rm → Rn is Lipschitz on bounded sets of Rn × Xn × Rm with F (0, 0, 0) = 0. For such a
system, xt can be treated as an external input by considering the auxiliary system

ẋ(t) = F (x(t), wt, u(t)), (79)

where wt ∈ Xn. Note then that (78) is the closed-loop system of (79) under the feedback law wt = xt. Assume
that there exist ρ ∈ K∞, α ∈ P, γ ∈ N , and a positive definite and radially unbounded function V ∈ C1(Rn;R≥0)
satisfying

V (x) ≥ max

{
ρ

(
max

τ∈[−∆,0]
V (φ(τ))

)
, γ (|v|)

}
⇒ ∇V (x)f(x, φ, v) ≤ −α(|x|) (80)

for all (x, φ, v) ∈ Rn × Xn × Rm. Then (77) is automatically satisfied. Indeed, (80) is requested to hold for all
(x, φ, v) ∈ Rn × Xn × Rm; while (77) is only required when x = φ(0). A motivation for considering (79) is that
it converts a delay system as in (78) into a delay-free system with w treated as a disturbance. In applications,
it can be more difficult to design feedback laws based on the history of the trajectories of (78) than for (79)
where w is treated as disturbance or uncertainty. Such an approach was used, for instance, in [Jankovic, 2001]
and [Teel, 1998].

It should be stressed that in many of the results that were presented in this section, the proofs provide explicit
formulas for the estimation of the ISS gain µ. This is important for two reasons. First, we can directly estimate
the sensitivity of the system with respect to external disturbances. Second, we can apply the derived ISS estimate
by using a small-gain result in order to study the stability properties of a more complicated system (see Section
7.1).

4.3 Solutions-based conditions

Many solutions-based conditions for ISS were proposed in the finite-dimensional case [Sontag and Wang, 1996].
Such conditions enabled researchers to obtain less demanding conditions for the derivation of ISS estimates and
to deeply understand the nature and link between different stability notions. Some of the solutions-based con-
ditions that were used in the finite-dimensional case were extended to cover time-delay systems. In particu-
lar, the following result provides ISS characterizations under the RFC assumption. Its proof can be found in
[Mironchenko and Wirth, 2017].

Theorem 27 (Solutions-based characterizations of ISS) Assume that (1) is RFC. Then the following statements
are equivalent:

i) (1) is ISS;

ii) (1) satisfies the uniform asymptotic gain property (UAG), that is, there exists some µ ∈ N such that for
every ε, r > 0 there exists T > 0 such that, for all u ∈ Um,

sup { |x(t, x0, u)| : x0 ∈ Xn, ‖φ‖ ≤ r, t ≥ T} ≤ ε+ µ (‖u‖) (81)

iii) (1) satisfies the following two properties:

• its origin is uniformly locally stable (ULS), meaning that there exist σ ∈ K∞, µ ∈ N and r > 0 such
that, for all x0 ∈ Xn and all u ∈ Um with ‖x0‖ ≤ r and ‖u‖ ≤ r,

|x(t;x0, u)| ≤ σ (‖x0‖) + µ (‖u‖) , ∀t ≥ 0 (82)
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• it owns the uniform limit (ULIM) property, meaning that there exists µ ∈ N such that, for every
ε, r > 0, there exists T > 0 such that, for all x0 ∈ Xn and all u ∈ Um with ‖φ‖ ≤ r,

min
t∈[0,T ]

‖xt(x0, u)‖ ≤ ε+ µ (‖u‖) . (83)

�

This result is reminiscent of its finite-dimensional counterpart presented in [Sontag and Wang, 1996], where it
is shown that, for delay-free systems, ISS is equivalent to UAG, meaning that any solution eventually converges to
a neighborhood of the origin whose size in “proportional” to ‖u‖ and that the rate of this convergence is uniform
on bounded sets of initial states and inputs, as requested by Item ii). In that reference, it is also shown that,
for finite-dimensional systems, ISS is equivalent to stability of the origin of the input-free system plus the limit
property, which essentially requires that any solution eventually visits a neighborhood of the origin whose size
is small when the input is small. Here, the requirements in Item iii) are more demanding, as ULS imposes a
stability notion for the system with inputs and as the ULIM property requests that the time needed to visit the
considered neighborhood of the origin is uniform on bounded sets of initial states and inputs.

It is also worth stressing that the ULIM property imposes that the whole history segment eventually approaches
the µ(‖u‖)-neighborhood of the origin. To date, it is not known whether ISS would also hold under the combination
of ULS and the point-wise version of ULIM, in which (83) would be replaced by

min
t∈[0,T ]

|x(t, x0, u)| ≤ ε+ µ (‖u‖) .

See Section 8.3 for more discussion on that matter.

It is well-known that the ISS property in the finite-dimensional case is equivalent to an integral-to-integral
estimate [Sontag, 1998, Theorem 1]. The same is true for the time-delay case but under a more demanding
integral-to-integral estimate. From Theorem 23, we know that if (1) is ISS then there exists a coercive LKF
V : Xn → R≥0 with LKF-wise dissipation. In particular, for all x0 ∈ C1([−∆, 0],Rn) and all u ∈ Um, the map
t 7→ V (xt(x0, u)) is locally absolutely continuous and satisfies, for almost all t ≥ 0,

d

dt
V (xt(x0, u)) ≤ −α(‖xt(x0, u)‖) + γ (|u(t)|) ,

for some α ∈ K∞ and some γ ∈ N . By integration and considering the bounds provided in (23), we obtain the
following integral-to-integral estimate:∫ t

0

α (‖xτ (x0, u)‖) dτ ≤ α (‖x0‖) +

∫ t

0

γ (|u(τ)|) dτ, ∀t ≥ 0. (84)

Approximating an arbitrary initial condition x0 ∈ Xn by an initial condition in C1([−∆, 0],Rn), we can establish
that estimate (84) actually holds for all x0 ∈ Xn and all u ∈ Um, which in turn implies the following norm-to-
integral estimate: ∫ t

0

α (‖xτ (x0, u)‖) dτ ≤ α (‖x0‖) + γ (‖u‖) t, ∀t ≥ 0. (85)

It can be shown that the integral-to-integral estimate (84) and the norm-to-integral estimate (85) are
equivalent to ISS under the assumption of RFC. Indeed, combining [Jacob et al., 2020, Theorem 3.5] and
[Mironchenko and Wirth, 2017, Lemma 3.3], we have the following.

Theorem 28 (ISS through integral-to-integral or norm-to-integral estimates) Assuming that (1) is RFC, the fol-
lowing statements are equivalent:

• (1) is ISS

• there exist α, α ∈ K∞ and γ ∈ N such that (84) holds for all x0 ∈ Xn and all u ∈ Um

• there exist α, α ∈ K∞ and γ ∈ N such that (85) holds for all x0 ∈ Xn and all u ∈ Um.

�

The derivation of the norm-to-integral estimate (85) can be made by means of a non-coercive LKF for (1)
with a history-wise dissipation rate: see [Jacob et al., 2020, Proposition 4.3]. Here again, it is not known whether
a similar result would hold under a point-wise version of these estimates: see Section 8.3 for more discussions
about this.
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5 Integral input-to-state stability

5.1 Definition

The ISS property (Definition 11) relates the solutions’ norm to the magnitude of the applied input. One may
rather assess the impact of the input energy on the solutions. This is captured by the following property.

Definition 13 (iISS) The system (1) is said to be integral input-to-state stable (iISS) if there exists β ∈ KL and
η, µ ∈ N such that, for all x0 ∈ Xn and all u ∈ Um, its solution satisfies

|x(t, x0, u)| ≤ β(‖x0‖, t) + η

(∫ t

0

µ(|u(τ)|)dτ
)
, ∀t ≥ 0. (86)

µ is then referred to as an iISS gain. �

By virtue of Lemma 1, it is actually sufficient to establish the estimate (86) for all x0 ∈ C1([−∆, 0];Rn) and
all u ∈ Um to conclude iISS, in which case t 7→ xt(x0, u) is locally absolutely continuous (Theorem 3).

This property is the natural adaptation of the iISS property originally defined for delay-free systems
[Sontag, 1998]. Its first use in a time-delay context goes back to [Pepe and Jiang, 2006]. It is worth stress-
ing that η and µ are usually imposed to be of class K∞ (rather than class N ). Like for ISS, there is no qualitative
difference between the two formulations, but allowing these functions to be of class N turns out to be handy
in practice, as it allows to cover the case of robust GAS (when either η or µ is identically zero) and to derive
stability results on cascades using small-gain arguments (see Section 7).

Clearly, iISS ensures that the system is 0-GAS. Unlike ISS, iISS does not guarantee that solutions are bounded
in response to bounded inputs. Nevertheless, iISS does ensure a robustness property known as bounded-energy
converging-state (BECS). Namely, if solutions of (1) satisfy the iISS estimate (86), then it holds that∫ +∞

0

µ(|u(τ)|)dτ < +∞ ⇒ lim
t→+∞

|x(t, x0, u)| = 0. (87)

In other words, any input with bounded energy (as measured through its iISS gain) generates solutions that
converge to the origin.

5.2 Lyapunov-like conditions

Here also, depending on the way they dissipate along the solutions, we may consider different types of LKF.

Definition 14 (iISS LKF) For the time-delay system (1), a LKF V : Xn → R≥0 is:

• an iISS LKF with history-wise dissipation rate if there exist α ∈ P and γ ∈ N such that

D+V (φ, f(φ, v)) ≤ −α(‖φ‖) + γ(|v|), (88)

• an iISS LKF with LKF-wise dissipation rate if there exist α ∈ P and γ ∈ N such that

D+V (φ, f(φ, v)) ≤ −α(V (φ)) + γ(|v|), (89)

• an iISS LKF with point-wise dissipation rate if there exist α ∈ P and γ ∈ N such that

D+V (φ, f(φ, v)) ≤ −α(|φ(0)|) + γ(|v|), (90)

• an iISS LKF with KL dissipation rate if there exist σ ∈ KL and γ ∈ N such that

D+V (φ, f(φ, v)) ≤ −σ(|φ(0)|, ‖φ‖) + γ(|v|), (91)

where (90)-(91) are all meant to hold for all φ ∈ Xn and all v ∈ Rm. α and σ are then referred to as a dissipation
rate whereas γ is called a supply rate. �
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A key difference with the ISS LKFs (Definition 12) is that, in (88)-(90), the dissipation rate is requested to
be a class P function (rather than a K∞ one). In particular, α is here allowed to be bounded or even to vanish
at infinity. Invoking [Angeli et al., 2000a, Lemma IV.1], which states that, given α ∈ P, there exist µ ∈ K∞ and
` ∈ L such that α(s) ≥ µ(s)`(s) for all s ≥ 0, it can easily be checked that

(89) ⇒ (90) ⇒ (91).

In other words, any iISS LKF with LKF-wise dissipation is also an iISS LKF with point-wise dissipation, which
itself constitutes a subclass of iISS LKFs with KL dissipation. In the same way, (88) readily implies (91), whereas
(88) and (89) turn out to be equivalent if V is coercive. Similar to their ISS counterparts, the distinction between
all these notions of iISS Lyapunov functions is irrelevant in a finite-dimensional context. For time-delay systems,
it is usually convenient to work with a non-coercive LKF, so the lower bound on V usually involves merely the
instantaneous value of the solution’s norm |φ(0)|, thus impeding to jungle easily between a point-wise dissipation,
a LKF-wise one, and a KL one.

The following result, established in [Chaillet et al., 2022a], demonstrates the tight links existing between these
iISS LKF concepts.

Theorem 29 (iISS LKF characterizations) For the system (1), the following statements are equivalent:

i) it admits a coercive iISS LKF with history-wise dissipation

ii) it admits an iISS LKF with LKF-wise dissipation

iii) it admits an iISS LKF with history-wise dissipation

iv) it admits an iISS LKF with KL dissipation

v) it is iISS.

Moreover, if (1) admits an iISS LKF with point-wise dissipation, then it is iISS. �

An important aspect of this result is that iISS can be established using a LKF with point-wise dissipation
or even with a KL dissipation rate (which turns out to be particularly useful when using a LKF of the form
V = ln(1 +W ), where W denotes an other LKF: a classical trick used in iISS analysis). On the other hand, once
iISS is established, the above result ensures the existence of a coercive iISS LKF with history-wise dissipation
(or, equivalently, a LKF-wise dissipation), which can prove useful to conduct further robustness analysis.

Example 8 (Establishing iISS with LKF approach) Consider the scalar time-delay system

ẋ(t) = − x(t)

1 + x(t−∆)2
+ x(t)u(t).

and let f : X × R→ R be such that f(xt, u(t)) denotes its right-hand side. Let V (φ) = ln(1 + φ(0)2), then V is
Lipschitz on bounded sets and satisfies, for all φ ∈ X ,

ln(1 + |φ(0)|2) ≤ V (φ) ≤ ln(1 + ‖φ‖2),

meaning that V is a LKF. Moreover, for all φ ∈ X and all v ∈ R, it holds that

D+V (φ, f(φ, v)) =
2φ(0)

1 + φ(0)2

(
− φ(0)

1 + φ(−∆)2
+ φ(0)v

)
≤ − 2φ(0)2

(1 + ‖φ‖2)2
+ 2|v|.

In other words, V is an iISS LKF with KL dissipation. By Theorem 29, the system is iISS, regardless of the
value of the delay ∆ ≥ 0. Notice that, for this system, it does not seem easy to find iISS LKFs with point-wise,
LKF-wise or history-wise dissipation (although Theorem 29 does guarantee their existence). �

We may consider relaxing the requirement of having a negative term in the LKF dissipation inequalities of
Definition 14: this leads to the property known as zero-output dissipativity in the literature of delay-free systems
[Angeli et al., 2000b].
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Definition 15 (Zero-output dissipativity) The system (1) is said be zero-output dissipative if there exist a LKF
V : Xn → R≥0 and ν ∈ N such that, for all φ ∈ Xn and all v ∈ Rm,

D+V (φ, f(φ, v)) ≤ ν(|v|).
It is said be coercively zero-output dissipative if the above holds with a coercive LKF. �

The following result states that iISS can readily be concluded from 0-GAS provided that the system is zero-
output dissipative.

Theorem 30 (iISS and zero-output dissipativity) For the system (1), the following properties are equivalent:

• iISS

• 0-GAS and coercive zero-output dissipativity

• 0-GAS and zero-output dissipativity.

�

This result is reminiscent of its delay-free counterpart presented in [Angeli et al., 2000b]. Its proof, provided
in [Chaillet et al., 2022a, Lin and Wang, 2018], relies on the following characterization of 0-GAS, which may be
of interest on its own.

Proposition 5 (0-GAS characterizations) The following statements are equivalent:

• the system (1) is 0-GAS

• there exist a coercive LKF V : Xn → R≥0, a nondecreasing continuous function ` : R≥0 → R≥0, and
η, γ ∈ K∞ such that, for all φ ∈ Xn and all v ∈ Rm,

D+V (φ, f(φ, v)) ≤ −η(‖φ‖) + `(‖φ‖)γ(|v|). (92)

• there exist a coercive LKF V : Xn → R≥0, a continuously differentiable class K function π satisfying
π′(s) > 0 for all s ≥ 0, α ∈ P, and γ ∈ K∞, such that W := π ◦ V satisfies, for all φ ∈ Xn and all v ∈ Rm,

D+W (φ, f(φ, v)) ≤ −α(‖φ‖) + γ(|v|). (93)

�

The finite-dimensional counterpart of this result was originally given in [Angeli et al., 2000a, Lemma IV.10].
Due to coerciveness, ‖φ‖ can equivalently be replaced by V (φ) in both (92) and (93). It is worth stressing that
the functional W in (93) might not be radially unbounded (as π might not be a K∞ function), which is why (93)
does not readily guarantee iISS (otherwise, in view of Theorem 29, any 0-GAS system would be iISS, which is
untrue even in finite dimension [Angeli et al., 2000a]).

For finite-dimensional bilinear systems, it is known from [Sontag, 1998] that internal asymptotic stability
implies iISS (and actually the stronger property known as Strong iISS, which combines both iISS and ISS with
respect to small inputs [Chaillet et al., 2014a]). A similar result can be derived for time-delay systems.

Proposition 6 (iISS for bilinear systems) Consider the time-delay system

ẋ(t) = Ax(t) +

m∑
i=1

p∑
j=1

ui(t)Aijx(t−∆j) +Bu(t), (94)

where B ∈ Rn×m, ∆j ∈ [0,∆], and A,Aij ∈ Rn×n for all i ∈ {1, . . .m} and all j ∈ {1, . . . , p}. Then (94) is iISS
if and only if A is Hurwitz. �

This result was established in [Pepe and Jiang, 2006] for the case of a single delay. Although it is stated here for
discrete delays, the above proposition holds also true for distributed delays [Chaillet et al., 2022a]. More generally,
this result remains valid in a wider infinite-dimensional context [Mironchenko and Ito, 2014]. In particular, the
matrix A can be replaced by a linear bounded operator from Xn to Rn.

As in the ISS case, for systems in the form of (78), considering the delay-free system (79) can be helpful in
applying the Razumihkin method for the iISS property as follows, (see [Tiwari et al., 2012b]).
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Theorem 31 (iISS through Lyapunov-Razumikhin) Assume that there exist a positive definite and radially un-
bounded function V ∈ C1(Rn;R≥0), α ∈ P, γ ∈ N , and ρ ∈ K∞ such that, for all x ∈ Rn, all ω ∈ Xn, and all
v ∈ Rm,

V (x) ≥ ρ
(

max
τ∈[−∆,0]

V (ω(τ))

)
⇒ ∇V (x)F (x, ω, v) ≤ −α(|x|) + γ(|v|).

Suppose there exists some κ ∈ K∞ so that ρ(s) + κ ◦ ρ(s) ≤ s for all s ≥ 0. Then the system (78) is iISS. �

The following example illustrates the application of this result.

Example 9 (Establishing iISS through Razumikhin) Consider the scalar system

ẋ(t) = − arctan

(
x(t)

1 + |x(t−∆)|

)
+ u(t). (95)

By treating the term x(t−∆) as an uncertainty ω(t), the system is converted to

ẋ(t) = − arctan

(
x(t)

1 + |ω(t)|

)
+ u(t), (96)

which is a delay-free system with (ω, u) as inputs. In other words, the vector field in Theorem 31 can be picked
as

F (x, ω, v) := − arctan

(
x

1 + |ω|

)
+ v, ∀x, ω, v ∈ R.

The derivative of V (x) := ln(1 + x2) along the solutions of this system reads, for all x, ω, v ∈ R,

∇V (x)F (x, ω, v) =
2x

1 + x2

(
− arctan

(
x

1 + |ω|

)
+ v

)
≤ − 2|x|

1 + x2
arctan

( |x|
1 + |ω|

)
+ 2|v|.

If V (x) ≥ 1
2V (ω), then (1 + x2) ≥

√
1 + ω2, and 1 + |ω| ≤

√
2(1 + ω2) ≤

√
2(1 + x2). In particular, the following

implication holds:

V (x) ≥ V (ω)

2
⇒ ∇V (x)F (x, ω, v) ≤ − 2|x|

1 + x2
arctan

( |x|√
2(1 + x2)

)
+ 2|v|.

By Theorem 31, with ρ(s) = s/2, γ(s) = 2s, κ(s) = s, and α(s) = 2s
1+s2 arctan

(
s√

2(1+s2)

)
for all s ≥ 0, the

system (95) is iISS, independently of the value of the delay ∆. �

Observe that Theorem 31 implies that if the system (79) is iISS in u and ISS in w with an ISS gain function χ
satisfying the small-gain condition χ(s) + κ ◦ χ(s) ≤ s, then the system (78) is iISS. However, it should be noted
that though treating xt as a disturbance can be helpful in identifying Lyapunov functions for the Razumikhin
approach, it may induce some conservatism, as can be seen through the following example.

Example 10 (Limitations of Razumikhin approach) Consider the scalar system

ẋ(t) = −x(t) + x(t−∆)u(t). (97)

This system being bilinear, iISS follows readily from Proposition 6. However, the system

ẋ(t) = −x(t) + ω(t−∆)u(t) (98)

is not ISS in ω with a gain function χ(s) ≤ s and iISS in u, as requested by Theorem 31. Indeed, if this were the
case, then we would have

|x(t)| ≤ max

{
β(|x(0|)|, t), χ(‖ω‖), γ1

(∫ t

0

γ2(|u(τ)|)dτ
)}

,
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for some β ∈ KL and some χ, γ1, γ2 ∈ K∞ with χ(s) ≤ s. Consider the constant inputs ω(t) = ω̄ and u(t) = ū
with ω̄, ū > 0. Then it would hold that

|x(t)| ≤ max{β(|x(0|)|, t), χ(ω), γ1(γ2(u)t)}.

Fix any instant T > 0. Then it would hold that, given any ū > 0,

lim sup
ω̄→+∞

|x(T )|
ω̄

≤ χ(ω̄)

ω̄
≤ 1. (99)

However, the trajectories of (98) are given by x(t) = x(0)e−t + ω̄ū(1 − e−t). In particular, for T = ln(2) and
ū = 4/ ln(2), we would obtain that

lim sup
ω̄→+∞

|x(T )|
ω̄

= ūT (1− e−T ) = 2,

which contradicts (99). �

5.3 Solutions-based conditions

We have already mentioned that iISS guarantees that solutions converge to the origin in response to any input
with bounded energy (as measured through the iISS gain of the system). We may weaken this requirement by
merely requesting that, under this bounded input energy assumption, solutions remain uniformly bounded. More
precisely, we may consider the following property, originally introduced in [Angeli et al., 2000b] for delay-free
systems.

Definition 16 (UBEBS) The system (1) is said to have the uniform bounded energy-bounded state (UBEBS)
property if there exist α, ξ, ζ ∈ K∞ and c ≥ 0 such that, for all x0 ∈ Xn and all u ∈ Um, its solution satisfies

α(|x(t, x0, u)|) ≤ ξ(‖x0‖) +

∫ t

0

ζ(|u(τ)|)dτ + c, ∀t ≥ 0. (100)

�

In [Angeli et al., 2000b] it was shown that, for finite-dimensional systems, ISS is equivalent to 0-GAS combined
with UBEBS. The following result, established in [Chaillet et al., 2022a], extends this characterization to time-
delay systems.

Theorem 32 (iISS and UBEBS) For the system (1), the following properties are equivalent:

• iISS

• 0-GAS and UBEBS property (100) with c = 0

• 0-GAS and UBEBS property (100).

�

It is worth noting that the following implication holds:

zero-output dissipativity ⇒ UBEBS (100) with c = 0, (101)

thus providing a convenient LKF-based way to establish UBEBS in practice.

Other solutions-based characterizations of iISS that hold true in finite-dimension have not yet been extended
to time-delay systems: see in particular the discussion in Section 8.6.
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6 Input-to-output stability

We have seen in Section 3.3 that it is sometimes useful to impose stability properties on only part of the
state variables or, more generally, on a specific output of the system. In this section, we provide tools to assess
robustness of such output stability properties in the presence of exogenous inputs. To that aim, consider a system
as in (1) with an output map:

ẋ(t) = f(xt, u(t)), (102a)

y(t) = h(xt), (102b)

where y(t) ∈ Rp represents the output of interest. The output map h : Xn → Rp is assumed to be Lipschitz on
bounded sets with h(0) = 0. For each x0 ∈ Xn and u ∈ Um, we use y(·, x0, u) to denote the output function
given by y(t, x0, u) = h(xt(x0, u)). We assume throughout this section that the system is forward complete, in
the sense of Definition 3, which can be established for instance using Theorem 5 or 6. The following property will
also be needed for several results of this section.

Definition 17 (UGS) We say that the system (102) is uniformly globally stable (UGS) if there exists σ ∈ K∞ such
that, for all x0 ∈ Xn and all u ∈ Um,

|x(t, x0, u)| ≤ max{σ(‖x0‖), σ(‖u[0,t]‖)}, ∀ t ≥ 0.

�

This property imposes not only a bounded state in response to any bounded input (the property referred as
BIBS in Section 4.1), but also that this bound can be picked uniform on any bounded sets of initials states and
inputs. Moreover, it imposes that the solutions norm remains arbitrarily small at all times if the initial state
and the input are taken sufficiently small. In particular, the UGS property also implies both RFC and ULS.
It is worth mentioning that this property was referred to as uniform bounded input-bouded state (UBIBS) in
[Kankanamalage et al., 2017, Kankanamalage et al., 2019].

6.1 Notions of input-to-output stability

In this section we consider several notions related to input-to-output stability and report the corresponding
LKF results to establish them.

6.1.1 Definitions

Definition 18 (IOS, OL-OLIOS, SI-IOS) The forward complete system (102) is said to be

• input-to-output stable (IOS) if there exist β ∈ KL and µ ∈ N such that, for all x0 ∈ Xn and all u ∈ Um,

|y(t, x0, u)| ≤ β(‖x0‖, t) + µ(‖u[0,t]‖), ∀ t ≥ 0 (103)

• output-Lagrange input-to-output stable (OL-IOS) if it is IOS and, additionally, there exists σ ∈ N such that,
for all x0 ∈ Xn and all u ∈ Um,

|y(t, x0, u)| ≤ max
{
σ(|h(x0)|), σ(‖u[0,t]‖)

}
, ∀t ≥ 0 (104)

• state-independent input-to-output stable (SI-IOS) if there exist β ∈ KL and µ ∈ N such that, for all x0 ∈ Xn
and all u ∈ Um,

|y(t, x0, u)| ≤ β(|h(x0)|, t) + µ(‖u[0,t]‖), ∀t ≥ 0. (105)

�

Here again, by Lemma 1, the set of considered initial states can be restricted to C1([−∆, 0],Rn) with no loss
of generality. The difference between these three notions lies in how the initial state may affect the transient
overshoots and the decay rate of the output. For the SI-IOS property, both the overshoots and the decay rates are
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dictated by the magnitude of the initial output value, while for the OL-IOS property the decay rate can be slowed
down by large initial state variables that are not present in the output variables. For the IOS property, both the
overshoots and the decay rate of the output variable can be affected by all initial state variables, especially when
the magnitude of the initial state is much larger than that of the initial output.

As in the delay-free case [Sontag and Wang, 1999], the OL-IOS property is equivalent to the existence of some
β ∈ KL, κ ∈ K, and µ ∈ N such that, for all x0 ∈ Xn and all u ∈ Um,

|y(t, x0, u)| ≤ β
(
|h(x0)|, t

1 + κ(‖x0‖)

)
+ µ(‖u[0,t]‖), ∀t ≥ 0, (106)

which clearly illustrates that the decay rate may depend on the initial state norm, but the maximal transient
overshoot depends only on the initial output.

Clearly, IOS boils down to ISS when the output map is taken as h(φ) = φ(0). It is also straightforward to see
that the IOS property implies the following:

• uniform global output stability (UGOS): there exists some σ ∈ K∞ such that, for all x0 ∈ Xn and all u ∈ Um,

|y(t, x0, u)| ≤ max{σ(‖x0‖), σ(‖u[0,t]‖)}, ∀ t ≥ 0; (107)

• output asymptotic gain (OAG): there exists some µ ∈ N such that, for all x0 ∈ Xn and all u ∈ Um,

lim sup
t→+∞

|y(t, x0, u)| ≤ µ(‖u‖). (108)

Here again, when the output is the whole state, OAG boils down to the asymptotic gain property introduced in
Section 4.1, whereas UGOS boils down to UGS. When u ≡ 0, the UGOS property becomes the GOS property
introduced in Section 3.3, whereas OAG corresponds to global output attractivity of the origin (possibly non-
uniformly over bounded sets of initial states). From this, it can be seen that the combination of UGOS and OAG
does not imply the IOS property, not even for delay-free systems.

A related question is whether the combination of the state estimate (104) (meaning output-Lagrange stability,
OLS) and OAG implies the OL-IOS property. For finite dimensional systems, this implication was shown to be
true in [Sontag and Wang, 1996] for the special case of ISS and in [Ingalls et al., 2001, Theorem 1] for the output
case. This result also indicates that the OL property can lead to significant improvement on output stability.
However, for delay systems, the question whether the combination of OL and OAG imply OL-IOS still remains
open even for the special case when h(φ) = φ(0): see Section 8.9. Nevertheless, the conjunction of UGOS and
OAG is related to IOS. For instance, in [Polushin et al., 2006], the IOS property was defined this way, and a
small-gain theorem was developed for such a property for interconnected systems: see Theorem 39 below. This
approach was also used in [Tiwari et al., 2012a].

6.1.2 Lyapunov-like conditions

As in the case of ISS, the Lyapunov method is indispensable in the study for output stability properties. In
this section we adapt the Lyapunov-Krasovskii functionals used in Section 4 for the output case.

A frequent application of IOS is the study of the ISS property with respect to a compact set Ω ⊂ Rn which
contains the origin. In that case, the output map can be taken as

h(φ) := max
τ∈[−∆,0]

dist(φ(τ),Ω),

where dist(· ,Ω) denotes the distance to the set Ω, as defined in Section 2.1. For such applications, the output
map h satisfies the following property: there exists r ≥ 0 and ρ ∈ K∞ such that, for all φ ∈ Xn,

‖φ‖ ≤ ρ(|h(φ)|) + r. (109)

Based on this observation, the following LKF characterization of IOS was obtained in [Karafyllis et al., 2008b,
Theorem 3.3].
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Theorem 33 (LKF characterization of IOS under (109)) Suppose that the system (102) satisfies condition (109).
Then the following statements are equivalent:

i) the system (102) is IOS

ii) there exist a functional V : Xn → R≥0 which is Lipschitz on bounded sets, α, α ∈ K∞ and γ ∈ N such
that, for all φ ∈ Xn and all v ∈ Rm,

α(|h(φ)|) ≤ V (φ) ≤ α(‖φ‖), (110)

D+V (φ, f(φ, v)) ≤ −V (φ) + γ(|v|)

iii) there exists a functional V : Xn → R≥0 which is Lipschitz on bounded sets, α, α ∈ K∞, χ ∈ N , and α ∈ P
such that, for all φ ∈ Xn and all v ∈ Rm, (110) holds and

V (φ) ≥ χ(|v|) ⇒ D+V (φ, f(φ, v)) ≤ −α(V (φ)).

�

A consequence of this result is that, just like ISS (Proposition 4), the IOS property can be alternatively
expressed as a state estimate with a fading memory of past inputs.

Proposition 7 (Fading memory) Suppose that the system (102) satisfies condition (109). Then it is IOS if and
only if there exist β ∈ KL and µ ∈ N such that, for all x0 ∈ Xn,

|y(t, x0, u)| ≤ max

{
β(‖x0‖, t), sup

τ∈[0,t]

β
(
µ(|u(τ)|), t− τ

)}
, ∀t ≥ 0.

�

In [Kankanamalage et al., 2017], the work on LKF characterization of IOS was developed along a different
line: the UGS condition (Definition 17) was imposed instead of requiring condition (109). In this statement, we
rely on the following notation: for a continuous function V : Xn → R, Ker(V ) := {φ ∈ Xn : V (φ) = 0}.

Theorem 34 (LKF characterization of IOS under UGS) Assume that (102) satisfies the UGS property. Then the
following statements hold:

i) the system (102) is IOS if and only if there exist a continuous functional V : Xn → R≥0 which is locally
Lipschitz on Xn \Ker(V ), α, α ∈ K∞, χ ∈ N and σ ∈ KL such that, for all φ ∈ Xn all v ∈ Rm,

α(|h(φ)|) ≤ V (φ) ≤ α(‖φ‖), (111)

V (φ) ≥ χ(|v|) ⇒ D+V (φ, f(φ, v)) ≤ −σ(V (φ), ‖φ‖) (112)

ii) the system is OL-IOS if and only if there exist a continuous functional V : Xn → R≥0 that is locally
Lipschitz on Xn \ Ker(V ), α, α ∈ K∞, χ ∈ N , and σ ∈ KL such that, for all φ ∈ Xn and all v ∈ Rm,
property (112) holds and

α(|h(φ)|) ≤ V (φ) ≤ α(|h(φ)|). (113)

�

The above characterization is stated for locally Lipschitz functionals (where they do not vanish). It is not
clear yet whether a similar characterization holds for functionals that are Lipschitz on bounded sets.

Note the difference between the bounds (111) and (113): while V (φ) is bounded above by a function of the
state norm ‖φ‖ for the IOS case, it is upper-bounded by a function of the output norm |h(φ)| for the OL-IOS
case. This difference illustrates how a functional for OL-IOS guarantees that the output overshoot is dominated
by magnitudes of the initial output variable and the input signals. In [Sontag and Wang, 2001], it was shown
that for any σ ∈ KL, there exist κ1, κ2 ∈ K such that

σ(r, s) ≥ κ1(r)

1 + κ2(s)
, ∀r, s ≥ 0.
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Hence, the implication (112) can be restated as, for some χ ∈ N and some κ1, κ2 ∈ K:

V (φ) ≥ χ(|v|) ⇒ D+V (φ, f(φ, v)) ≤ − κ1(V (φ))

1 + κ2(‖φ‖) .

The following Razumikhin-type result is a specialization of [Karafyllis et al., 2008b, Proposition 4.1].

Theorem 35 (Razumikhin conditions for IOS) Consider system (102) and suppose that h : Xn → Rp is equivalent
to a finite-dimensional mapping h0 : Rn → Rp. Assume that there exist a continuously differentiable function
V : Rn → R≥0, α, α, ρ ∈ K∞, α ∈ P, and γ ∈ N such that, for all φ ∈ Xn and all v ∈ Rm,

α(|h0(φ(0))|) ≤ V (φ(0)) ≤ α(|φ(0)|)

V (φ(0)) ≥ max

{
ρ

(
max

τ∈[−∆,0]
V (φ(τ))

)
, γ (|v|)

}
⇒ ∇V (φ(0))f(φ, v) ≤ −α(V (φ(0))).

Assume further that either (1) is RFC or there exist η ∈ K∞ and R ≥ 0 such that η (|φ(0)|) ≤ V (φ(0)) + R for
all φ ∈ Xn. Then, provided that ρ(s) < s for all s > 0, the system (1) is IOS and RFC. �

6.2 Notions of integral input-to-output stability

In this section we consider the integral version of the properties associated with IOS in which, similarly to
iISS, the impact of the input is measured through its energy rather than its magnitude. Some of the results may
apply to the case when h is a map from Xn to Rp, but we will focus on the special case when h is a map from Rn
to Rp so that, along trajectories of the system, y(t) = h(x(t)). We use H : Xn → X p to denote the map defined
by

H(φ)(τ) = (h ◦ φ)(τ), ∀τ ∈ [−∆, 0].

6.2.1 Definitions

The following notions were introduced in [Nawarathma et al., 2021].

Definition 19 (iIOS, OL-iIOS, SI-iIOS) The forward complete system (102) is:

• integral input-to-output stable (iIOS) if there exist β ∈ KL, and η, µ ∈ N such that for all x0 ∈ Xn, and all
u ∈ Um,

|y(t, x0, u)| ≤ β(‖x0‖, t) + η

(∫ t

0

µ(|u(τ)|) dτ
)
, ∀ t ≥ 0 (114)

• output-Lagrange iIOS (OL-iIOS) if it is iIOS and additionally, there exist σ ∈ K∞ and η, µ ∈ N such that,
for all x0 ∈ Xn and all u ∈ Um,

|y(t, x0, u)|) ≤ σ(‖H(x0)‖) + η

(∫ t

0

µ(|u(τ)|) dτ
)
, ∀ t ≥ 0 (115)

• state-independent iIOS (SI-iIOS) if there exist β ∈ KL and η, µ ∈ N such that, for all x0 ∈ Xn, and all
u ∈ Um,

|y(t, x0, u)| ≤ β(‖H(x0)‖, t) + η

(∫ t

0

µ(|u(τ)|) dτ
)
, ∀ t ≥ 0. (116)

�

Similar to the IOS case, the OL-iIOS property (115) can be restated as: for some β ∈ KL, α ∈ K∞, κ ∈ K,
and µ ∈ N ,

α(|y(t, x0, u)|) ≤ β
(
‖H(x0)‖, t

1 + κ(‖x0‖)

)
+

∫ t

0

µ(|u(τ)|) dτ,

which highlights the fact that, for the OL-iIOS property, the output decay rate may be slower for larger initial
states.
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In the special case when h(z) = z for all z ∈ Rp, that is, when h(x(t)) = x(t), all the notions of iIOS, OL-iIOS,
and SI-iIOS become the iISS property. For the general case, the three notions obey the implications:

SI-iIOS ⇒ OL-iIOS ⇒ iIOS,

but none of the implications can be reversed. The output estimate (115) is more than just a superficial property
for mathematical aesthetics. As in the IOS case, the integral-OL property as in (115) can be related to further
properties such as point-wise dissipation rate of Lyapunov functions, and possibly properties related to uniform
convergence, as demonstrated for finite-dimensional systems in [Ingalls et al., 2001].

6.2.2 Lyapunov-like conditions

The following Lyapunov-Krasovskii conditions for iIOS properties are based on the UBEBS assumption, intro-
duced in Definition 16, which can be established for instance using the implication (101). This result was stated
in [Nawarathma et al., 2020] in the case when the UBEBS property (100) holds with c = 0, but the result can be
proved for the general case when c > 0 with minor modifications.

Theorem 36 (Lyapunov sufficiency conditions for iIOS, OL-iIOS, SI-iIOS) Assume that (102) owns the UBEBS
property. Then the following statements hold:

i) (102) is iIOS if there exist a functional V : Xn → R≥0, Lipschitz on bounded sets, α, α ∈ K∞, γ ∈ N and
σ ∈ KL such that, for all φ ∈ Xn and all v ∈ Rm,

α(|h(φ(0)|) ≤ V (φ) ≤ α(‖φ‖), (117)

D+V (φ, f(φ, v)) ≤ −σ(V (φ), ‖φ‖) + γ(|v|) (118)

ii) (102) is OL-iIOS if there exist a functional V : Xn → R≥0, Lipschitz on bounded sets, α, α ∈ K∞, γ ∈ N
and σ ∈ KL such that, for all φ ∈ Xn and all v ∈ Rm, (118) holds and

α(|h(φ(0)|) ≤ V (φ) ≤ α (‖H(φ)‖) ; (119)

iii) (102) is SI-iIOS if there is a functional V : Xn → R≥0, Lipschitz on bounded sets, α, α ∈ K∞, γ ∈ N and
α ∈ P such that, for all φ ∈ Xn and all v ∈ Rm, (119) holds and

D+V (φ, f(φ, v)) ≤ −α(V (φ)) + γ(|v|). (120)

�

A special feature about the considered functional for OL-iIOS is that, in (119), V is upper-bounded by a
function of supremum norm of the output history. For this property, a point-wise (and even a KL) dissipation is
actually sufficient, as stated by the following result taken from [Nawarathma et al., 2021].

Proposition 8 (OL-iIOS under KL dissipation) Assume that (102) satisfies the UBEBS property and that there
exist a functional V : Xn → R≥0 which is Lipschitz on bounded sets, α, α ∈ K∞, σ ∈ KL, and γ ∈ N such that,
for all φ ∈ Xn and all v ∈ Rm, (119) holds and

D+V (φ, f(φ, v)) ≤ −σ (|h(φ(0))|, ‖φ‖) + γ(|v|). (121)

Then the system is OL-iIOS. �

Note that, by [Angeli et al., 2000a, Lemma IV.1], (121) is equivalent to the following:

D+V (φ, f(φ, v)) ≤ −α(|h(φ(0))|)
1 + κ(‖φ‖) + γ(|v|), (122)

where α ∈ K and κ, γ ∈ N . The proof of Proposition 8 depends critically on the assumption that V is upper-
bounded in terms of the output history. This is the main road block to extend Proposition 8 to the iIOS case.
Nevertheless, in case the considered functional can be sandwiched between functions involving a particular output,
a point-wise (and even a KL dissipation) is sufficient to establish iIOS, as stated next.
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Corollary 3 (iIOS under KL dissipation) Assume that (102) owns the UBEBS property and that there exist a
locally Lipschitz map h1 : Rn → R≥0 with h1(0) = 0 and π ∈ K such that

|h(φ)| ≤ π(h1(|φ(0)|)), ∀φ ∈ Xn. (123)

Suppose that there exist a functional V : Xn → R≥0 which is Lipschitz on bounded sets, α, α ∈ K∞, σ ∈ KL,
and γ ∈ N such that, for all φ ∈ Xn and all v ∈ Rm,

α(h1(φ(0))) ≤ V (φ) ≤ α (‖H1(φ)‖) ,
D+V (φ, f(φ, v)) ≤ −σ(h1(φ(0)), ‖φ‖) + γ(|v|),

where H1 : Xn → X is defined by H1(φ)(τ) = (h1 ◦ φ)(τ) for all τ ∈ [−∆, 0]. Then the system (102) is iIOS. �

It can be seen that under the conditions of Corollary 3, the system is OL-iIOS with h1 as output. By property
(123), it follows that the system is iIOS with h as output.

7 Systems interconnection

7.1 Feedback interconnection

A possible strategy to analyze ISS of a complex system is to decompose it into ISS subsystems and make
sure that their interconnection does not compromise ISS of the overall system. This can be achieved by in-
voking small gain arguments. The first result in that direction was proposed for finite-dimensional systems in
[Jiang et al., 1994]. It has then been extended to allow for Lyapunov-based conditions [Jiang et al., 1996], possi-
bly non-ISS subsystems [Ito, 2006, Ito and Jiang, 2009], and interconnections involving more than two subsystems
[Dashkovskiy et al., 2010, Ito et al., 2013a]. Such a small-gain approach can also be adopted for time-delay sys-
tems. To that aim, consider the feedback interconnection of two subsystems with output maps:

ẋ1(t) = f1(x1t, w1t, u(t)), y1(t) = h1(x1t) (124a)

ẋ2(t) = f2(x2t, w2t, u(t)), y2(t) = h2(x2t), (124b)

where, for each i ∈ {1, 2}, xi(t) ∈ Rni and xit ∈ Xni respectively represent the current value of the solution and
the state history of the xi-subsystem, yi(t) ∈ Rpi represents its output, wi ∈ Un3−i represents its feedback input
(it will be taken as wi = y3−i), and u ∈ Um represents the exogenous input to the overall system. The maps
fi : Xni×Xn3−i×Rm → Xni and hi : Xni → Rpi are assumed to be Lipschitz on bounded sets with fi(0, 0, 0) = 0
and hi(0) = 0. The following result is based on a small-gain theorem developed in [Karafyllis and Jiang, 2007]
for a much wider class of systems, including abstract systems satisfying a semigroup property.

Theorem 37 (Solutions-based small gain for IOS) Assume that, for each i ∈ {1, 2}, the xi-subsystem is RFC
(with both wi and u seen as inputs) and there exist βi ∈ KL and γi, µi ∈ N such that, for all x0i ∈ Xni , all
wi ∈ Un3−i and all u ∈ Um, the following IOS estimate holds:

|yi(t, x0i, (wi, u))| ≤ β(‖x0i‖, t) + γi(‖wi[0,t]‖) + µi(‖u[0,t]‖), ∀ t ≥ 0.

Assume that there exists ρ ∈ K∞ such that, with γ̃i(s) := γi(s) + ρ(γi(s)), it holds that

γ̃1 ◦ γ̃2(s) ≤ s, ∀ s ≥ 0. (125)

Then the system (124) under the interconnection feedback

w1(t) = y1(t), w2(t) = y2(t)

is RFC and IOS with (x1, x2) as the state, (y1, y2) as the output, and u as the input. �

The above result therefore provides a small-gain condition (125) under which the feedback interconnection of
two IOS subsystems is itself IOS. Notice that this small-gain condition involves only γi, i ∈ {1, 2}, meaning the
internal IOS gains.
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Remark 5 (Solutions-based small gain for ISS) In the special case when hi(φi) = φi(0) for each i ∈ {1, 2}, the
RFC assumption of the individual subsystems becomes redundant and the above small-gain theorem concludes
ISS for the overall feedback system. �

In applications, the requirement on ISS (or IOS) can be too stringent. The next result from [Ito et al., 2010]
provides a relaxation on the ISS-gain functions by mixing ISS and iISS gains. The result is here reported in a
simplified version for ease of exposition, but can be found in full generality in [Ito et al., 2010, Theorem 8].

Theorem 38 (LKF-based small-gain for iISS and ISS) Suppose that, for each i ∈ {1, 2}, there exist a LKF Vi :
Xni → R≥0, αi ∈ K and γi, µi ∈ N such that, for all φi ∈ Xni , all ωi ∈ Xn3−i and all v ∈ Rm

D+Vi(φi, fi(φi, ωi, v)) ≤ −αi(Vi(φi)) + γi(V3−i(ωi)) + µi(|v|).
Assume further that the following three conditions hold:

i) α1 ∈ K∞ or lims→+∞ γ2(s) < +∞
ii) α2 ∈ K∞ or lims→+∞ γ1(s) < +∞
iii) α2 ∈ K∞ or lim

s→+∞
α2(s) > lim

s→+∞
γ2(s).

Then, under the small-gain condition that there exist c1, c2 > 1 such that

(c1γ1) ◦ α−1
2 ◦ (c2γ2)(s) ≤ α1(s), ∀ s ≥ 0.

the system (124) under the feedback interconnection

w1(t) = x2(t), w2(t) = x1(t)

is iISS with x = (x1, x2) as state and u as input. Furthermore, if α1, α2 ∈ K∞, then the system is ISS. �

In the process of developing Theorem 38, an iISS LKF with LKF-wise dissipation was actually constructed
for the overall system, based on the knowledge of V1 and V2.

In [Polushin et al., 2006], an IOS property for a system with output was defined in terms of the UGOS and
the OAG properties (see Section 6.1), and the following small-gain theorem was developed for the interconnected
system (124) subject to constraints on inputs (w1, w2) with w1(t) = w2(t) = 0 for t < 0 and

|w1(t)| ≤ χ1(|y1(t)|), |w2(t)| ≤ χ2(|y2(t)|), (126)

for almost all t ≥ 0.

Theorem 39 (Solutions-based small-gain for OAG) Consider a forward complete system as in (124). Suppose
that, for each i ∈ {1, 2}, there exist σi, ρi, γ ∈ K such that, for all x0i ∈ Xni , all wi ∈ Un3−i , and all u ∈ Um,

• (UGOS): |yi(t, x0i, (wi, u))| ≤ max{σi(‖x0i‖), ρi(‖wi[0,t]‖), γ(‖u[0,t]‖)}

• (OAG): lim sup
t→+∞

|yi(t, x0i, (wi, u))| ≤ max

{
ρi

(
lim sup
t→+∞

|wi(t)|
)
, γ

(
lim sup
t→+∞

|u(t)|
)}

.

Then, under the small-gain condition χ1 ◦ρ1 ◦χ2 ◦ρ2(s) < s for all s > 0, the interconnected system (124) subject
to the constraint (126) satisfies the UGOS and the OAG properties as defined in Section 6.1 with y = (y1, y2) as
output and u as input. �

These results constitute just a small sample of the extensive work that has been conducted in the past two
decades on small-gain theorems for time-delay systems. Without claiming to be exhaustive, we now list some
of them. In [Enciso and Sontag, 2006], a small-gain theorem was developed for monotone time-delay systems.
In [Ito et al., 2013b], a Lyapunov-based small-gain theorem was presented for networks of iISS systems. In
[Karafyllis and Jiang, 2011a], an ISS small-gain theorem was developed based on vector Lyapunov functions for
large-scale systems, meaning involving possibly more than two subsystems. In [Dashkovskiy and Naujok, 2009],
an ISS small-gain theorem was obtained for large-scale systems based on both the Lyapunov-Krasovskii and
the Lyapunov-Razumikhin approaches and was extented to reset systems in [Dashkovskiy et al., 2012]. In
[Tiwari et al., 2012a] both Lyapunov-based and solutions-based small-gain results were developed for IOS. No-
tably, extensive work on small-gain theorems has been developed for abstract systems and infinite-dimensional sys-
tems that can be applied to time-delay systems, see for instance [Ingalls and Sontag, 2002, Liu and French, 2013,
Mironchenko, 2021a, Mironchenko, 2021b, Mironchenko et al., 2021].
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7.2 Cascade interconnection

A cascade pertains to the unidirectional interconnection of two subsystems, namely:

ẋ(t) = f1(xt, zt, u(t)) (127a)

ż(t) = f2(zt, u(t)). (127b)

x(t) ∈ Rn1 and z(t) ∈ Rn2 denote respectively the current values of the states of the driven and driving systems,
xt ∈ Xn1 and zt ∈ Xn2 are the corresponding state histories, and u ∈ Um denotes the exogenous input. The
functions f1 : Xn1 × Xn2 × Rm → Rn1 and f2 : Xn2 × Rm → Rn2 are assumed to be Lipschitz on bounded sets
and to satisfy f1(0, 0, 0) = 0 and f2(0, 0) = 0.

In this setting, the driving subsystem (127b) influences the dynamics of the driven one (127a), but the latter
has no influence on the former. Note that a feed through term is allowed in (127), meaning that the exogenous
input may affect both the driving and the driven subsystems.

In finite dimension, a vast literature has been devoted to the preservation of stability under cascade in-
terconnections: see for instance [Seibert and Suárez, 1990, Panteley and Loŕıa, 1998, Panteley and Loŕıa, 2001,
Arcak et al., 2002, Chaillet and Angeli, 2008, Chaillet et al., 2014b]. In particular, for delay-free systems,
the ISS property is known to be preserved under cascade interconnection. This has been established in
[Sontag and Teel, 1995] using a change of supply rate technique. An alternative proof strategy consists in seeing
a cascade interconnection as a particular type of feedback interconnection and to invoke small-gain theorems in
which an internal input gain is set to zero. This was the path followed in [Karafyllis and Jiang, 2007] and later
on in [Ito et al., 2010, Remark 13], which yields the following corollary of Theorem 37.

Corollary 4 (ISS preservation under cascade) Assume that (127a) is ISS with respect to its inputs z and u and
that (127b) is ISS. Then the cascade (127) is ISS. �

For cascades without exogenous inputs (meaning u ≡ 0 in (127)), an immediate consequence of this result
is that, if the driven subsystem is ISS with respect to its input z and the driving subsystem is GAS, then the
whole cascade is GAS. We illustrate the application of this result through the following example taken from
[Amidy et al., 2006, Amidy et al., 2008].

Example 11 (Blood cells dynamics) A simplified model describing the production process of blood cells is

ẋi(t) = − (δi + qi(xi(t)))xi(t) + 2(1− ki)
∫ 0

−∆i

αi(τ)qi(xi(t+ τ))xi(t+ τ)dτ

+ 2ki−1

∫ 0

−∆i−1

αi−1(τ)qi−1(xi−1(t+ τ))xi−1(t+ τ)dτ, (128)

where, for each i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, xi denotes the density of hematopoietic stem cells in the ith generation. The first
term in the right-hand side of (128) describes the loss of resting cells of the ith generation either by death or
introduction in the proliferating phase, the second term accounts for self-renewing cells re-entering the generation,
and the last term models differentiation cells of the previous generation entering the ith generation. The following
assumptions can be made for each i ∈ {1, . . . , n}:

• αi : [−∆i, 0]→ R≥0 is integrable over [−∆i, 0]

• qi : R≥0 → R≥0 is locally Lipschitz, decreasing, and qi(s)→ 0 as s→ +∞

• the constants δi, ki are positive, with ki ≤ 1 and k0 = 0.

For convenience, let qi(s) = qi(−s) for s < 0 so that qi(s) = qi(|s|) for all s ∈ R. It can be seen that the
trajectories of the xi-subsystem satisfy the following estimate:

|xi(t)| ≤ |xi(0)|e−δit +
2(1− ki)

∫ 0

−∆i
αi(τ)dτ

δi
qi(0) max

τ∈[t−∆i,t]
|xi(τ)|

+
2(1− ki−1)

∫ 0

−∆i−1
αi−1(τ)dτ

δi
qi−1(0) max

τ∈[t−∆i−1,t]
|xi−1(τ)| (129)
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on the maximum interval of existence of the solutions. By the Razumikhin approach for ISS (Theorem 26), the
xi-subsystem is ISS with xi−1 as input if

2(1− ki)qi(0)

∫ 0

−∆i

αi(τ)dτ < δi. (130)

By Corollary 4, we conclude that the overall cascade is GAS if (130) holds for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. �

On some occasions, ISS may happen to be a too demanding requirement for cascade analysis. In finite dimen-
sion, the weaker property of Strong iISS (which amounts to the combination of ISS with respect to small inputs and
iISS [Chaillet et al., 2014a]) was also shown to be preserved under cascade interconnection [Chaillet et al., 2014b].
If both individual subsystems are assumed to be merely iISS, then the cascade is not guaranteed to be iISS (or
even 0-GAS) as shown though an example in [Arcak et al., 2002]. Extra conditions are needed. Such conditions
have been proposed in [Chaillet and Angeli, 2008] for finite-dimensional cascades and have recently been extended
to time-delay systems in [Göksu and Chaillet, 2022], as stated next.

Theorem 40 (Cascade of iISS systems) Let p ∈ N and I ⊂ {1, . . . , , n2}. Assume there exist two LKF V1 : Xn1 →
R≥0 and V2 : Xn2 → R≥0, σ ∈ KL, γ ∈ K∞ and, for each i ∈ I and each j ∈ {1, . . . , p}, σi ∈ KL, γij ∈ K∞ and
∆ij ∈ [0,∆] such that, for all φ ∈ Xn1 , all ϕ = (ϕ1, . . . , ϕn2)> ∈ Xn2 , and all v ∈ Rm,

D+V1(φ, f1(φ, ϕ, v)) ≤ −σ
(
|φ(0)|, V1(φ)

)
+
∑
i∈I

p∑
j=1

γij
(
|ϕi(−∆ij)|

)
+ γ(|v|) (131)

D+V2(ϕ, f2(ϕ, v)) ≤ −
n2∑
i=1

σi
(
|ϕi(0)|, V2(ϕ)

)
+ γ(|v|). (132)

Then the cascade (127) is iISS provided that the following growth condition holds:

lim sup
s→0+

γij(s)

σi(s, 0)
< +∞, ∀j ∈ {1, . . . , p}, i ∈ I. (133)

�

In view of Theorem 29, it can be easily checked that condition (132) is equivalent to requiring that the driving
subsystem is iISS (this is formally established in [Göksu and Chaillet, 2022, Proposition 2]). Similarly, condition
(131) is equivalent to imposing that the driven subsystem (127a) is iISS. The extra condition to ensure that the
cascade is iISS lies in the growth constraint (133), which imposes that the KL dissipation rate of V2 dominates
around zero the input rates γij through which the state variables ϕi enter the dissipation inequality (131).

Note that not all state variables ϕi of the driving system (127b) may appear in (131), as allowed by the fact
that I is just a subset of {1, . . . , n2}. Accordingly, no growth condition is imposed in (133) for the variables ϕi
that are not involved in the dissipation inequality (131).

8 Open questions

The results listed in this survey show that the ISS framework for time-delay systems is now a rather mature
subject. Nonetheless, some important questions remain unsolved. We list some of them below.

8.1 Is GAS necessarily uniform?

In this paper, we have decided to define GAS through a KL estimate of the solution’s norm (see Definition 6).
This terminology hides a crucial property of GAS: both the transient overshoot and the decay rate of solutions
are requested to be uniform over bounded sets of initial conditions. This explains why this property is sometimes
referred to as UGAS in the literature (“U” standing for “uniform”).

For finite-dimensional systems, this uniformity comes for free. In other words, the KL estimate boils down
to the combination of Lyapunov stability and convergence of solutions to the origin. Theorem 8 states that the
same holds for time-delay systems, provided that the RFC property is satisfied. On the other hand, Theorem 7
shows that, as far as local asymptotic stability is concerned, the RFC assumption is not needed. It is not clear
yet whether this extends to global properties, thus leading to the following conjecture.
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Conjecture 1 (GAS ⇔ UGAS) The time-delay system (17) is GAS if and only if the following two conditions
hold:

• (stability) for every ε > 0 there exists δ > 0 such that, for any x0 ∈ Xn with ‖x0‖ ≤ δ, the corresponding
solution of (17) satisfies |x(t, x0)| ≤ ε for all t ≥ 0

• (global attractivity) for any x0 ∈ Xn, the corresponding solution of (17) satisfies limt→+∞ x(t, x0) = 0.

Since global convergence of solutions to the origin trivially ensures forward completeness, a positive answer
would be given to the above conjecture if one was able to establish the following.

Conjecture 2 (FC ⇔ RFC) If the time-delay system (17) is forward complete (in the sense that its solutions exist
at all positive times: see Definition 3), then it is RFC in the sense of Definition 4.

Note that the equivalence between FC and RFC does not hold for general infinite-dimensional systems (see the
example in [Mironchenko and Wirth, 2018, Section VI]), but the peculiarities of time-delay systems leave some
hope for Conjecture 2 to hold true. The interested reader is referred to [Karafyllis et al., 2022] for more in-depth
discussion on this matter.

8.2 GES under point-wise dissipation

We have seen with Theorem 11 that GAS is equivalent to the existence of a LKF that dissipates in a point-wise
manner along the system’s solutions. Theorem 14 shows that, under additional quadratic constraints on the LKF,
a point-wise dissipation inequality is also sufficient to establish GES. However, this result holds so far only under
a growth rate assumption on the vector field, thus significantly reducing its range of applicability. It is not known
whether this growth rate condition is indeed needed to conclude GES, thus leading to the following conjecture.

Conjecture 3 (GES under point-wise dissipation) Let the map f0 in (17) be Lipschitz on bounded sets with
f0(0) = 0 and assume that there exist a LKF V : Xn → R≥0 and a, a, a > 0 such that, for all φ ∈ Xn,

a|φ(0)|2 ≤ V (φ) ≤ a‖φ‖2

D+V (φ, f0(φ)) ≤ −a|φ(0)|2.

Then the system (17) is GES.

Note that the converse holds from Theorem 12. The validity of Conjecture 3 would thus provide a complete
characterization of GES through a point-wise dissipation.

8.3 ISS under point-wise dissipation

We have seen with Theorem 29 that iISS is guaranteed under the existence of an iISS LKF with point-wise
dissipation. As discussed in [Chaillet et al., 2017], whether or not this extends to the ISS property remains an
open question. Theorem 25 provides a preliminary answer to this question, but imposes growth restrictions on
the dissipation rate.

We believe that solving the next conjecture would thus constitute a significant contribution to the ISS theory
for time-delay systems, not only to simplify computations in practical applications (a point-wise dissipation being
usually easier to obtain than a LKF-wise one) but also for the sake of homogeneity with the input-free stability
analysis.

Conjecture 4 (ISS under point-wise dissipation) Assume that there exist a LKF V : Xn → R≥0, α ∈ K∞ and
γ ∈ N such that, for all φ ∈ Xn and all v ∈ Rm,

D+V (φ, f(φ, v)) ≤ −α(|φ(0)|) + γ(|v|).

Then the system (1) is ISS.
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It is worth noting that the converse of this result straightforwardly holds from Theorem 23. If valid, this
conjecture would thus constitute an alternative characterization of ISS.

It is possible to show that, under the assumptions of Conjecture 4, the following property holds: there exists
µ ∈ N such that, for every ε, r > 0 there exists T > 0 such that, for all x0 ∈ Xn with ‖x0‖ ≤ r and all u ∈ Um,

min
t∈[0,T ]

|x(t, x0, u)| ≤ ε+ µ (‖u‖) . (134)

This property shows that any solution point-wisely visits a µ(‖u‖)-neighborhood of the origin and that the time
needed for such a visit is uniform on bounded sets of initial states and inputs. However, unlike the ULIM property
employed in (83), it does not guarantee that the whole history segment visits such a neighborhood. Since, in view
of Theorem 11, the assumptions of Conjecture 4 clearly ensure 0-GAS, the latter would be solved if one could
establish the following.

Conjecture 5 (0-GAS + point-wise ULIM ⇒ ISS) Assume that the system (1) is 0-GAS and satisfies the above
point-wise version of the ULIM property. Then it is ISS.

An alternative strategy to establish Conjecture 4 is the following. Integrating both sides of (134) along the
system’s solutions, one easily get that, for some α ∈ K∞,∫ t

0

α (|x(τ, x0, u)|) dτ ≤ α (‖x0‖) +

∫ t

0

γ (|u(τ)|) dτ, ∀t ≥ 0. (135)

This constitutes a point-wise version of the integral-to-integral estimate (84). Thus, Conjecture 4 would be proved
if one was able to establish the following.

Conjecture 6 (Point-wise integral-to-integral estimate ⇒ ISS) Assume there exist α, α ∈ K∞ and γ ∈ N such
that (135) holds for all x0 ∈ Xn and all u ∈ Um. Then the system (1) is ISS.

8.4 Solutions-based characterization of ISS

A vast catalog of properties equivalent to ISS have been proposed in [Sontag and Wang, 1996] for finite-
dimensional systems. Some of them were already extended to time-delay systems, as summarized by Theorem
27. Yet, important equivalences valid in finite dimensions are still missing for time-delay systems.

Some of these characterizations have been proposed in [Mironchenko and Wirth, 2017, Theorem 3.4], but are
only valid under the RFC assumption: a positive answer to Conjecture 2 would thus have important consequences
on solutions-based characterizations of ISS. Yet, the results in [Mironchenko and Wirth, 2017] are specializations
of other ISS characterizations developed in a wider infinite-dimensional context [Mironchenko and Wirth, 2018].
In particular, most notions employ the sup norm of the state history, thus paying little attention to point-wise
properties, such as the ones used in Conjectures 5 and 6.

We believe that further work is needed in those directions to get a full view of the solutions-based characteri-
zations of the ISS property.

8.5 Converse LKF with point-wise dissipation for iISS

While Theorem 29 shows that iISS holds under the existence of an iISS LKF with point-wise dissipation, it is
not yet known whether the converse also holds true.

Conjecture 7 (iISS ⇒ iISS LKF with point-wise dissipation) If the system (1) is iISS then it admits an iISS LKF
with point-wise dissipation.

While Theorem 29 ensures the (seemingly more demanding) existence of a coercive iISS LKF with history-wise
dissipation rate, it is not clear whether this is enough to ensure a point-wise dissipation due to the P nature of
the considered dissipation rate.
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8.6 Solutions-based characterizations of iISS

We have seen in Theorem 32 that iISS is equivalent to the combination of 0-GAS and the UBEBS property.
The latter imposes a uniform bound on the solutions’ norm in terms of the norm of the initial state and the
energy brought by the input.

For delay-free systems, an even weaker requirement was shown to ensure iISS when combined to 0-GAS
[Angeli et al., 2004]. This requirement is known as the bounded input - frequently bounded state property (BEFBS)
and imposes, as its name suggests, that under a bounded energy assumption on the input, the lim inf of the
solutions’ norm is finite. This result probably constitutes the weakest solutions-based requirement to establish
iISS for finite-dimensional systems, but its validity in a time-delay context is not known yet.

Conjecture 8 (0-GAS + BEFBS ⇒ iISS) Assume that (1) is 0-GAS and satisfies the following bounded input -
frequently bounded state property2:∫ +∞

0

ζ(|u(τ)|)dτ < +∞ ⇒ lim inf
t→+∞

|x(t, x0, u)| < +∞

for some ζ ∈ K∞ and for any x0 ∈ Xn and any u ∈ Um. Then it is iISS.

The proof of this result for delay-free systems, proposed in [Angeli et al., 2004], relies on the notion of
input/output-to-state stability (IOSS), which essentially quantifies zero-state detectability in the presence of ex-
ogenous inputs [Krichman et al., 2001] and whose theory is still insufficiently developed for time-delay systems
(see Section 8.10).

Note that the converse of Conjecture 8 trivially holds from the definition of iISS.

8.7 Strong iISS

For finite-dimensional systems, a property was introduced half-way between ISS and iISS. This property,
called Strong iISS, imposes that the system is both iISS and ISS with respect to inputs with small amplitude
[Chaillet et al., 2014a]. This latter property should not be confused with local ISS, in which both initial states
and inputs are taken of small amplitude. ISS with respect to small inputs rather assumes an ISS-like behavior
(thus, global in the initial state), but only for inputs whose amplitude is below a given threshold. For bilinear
systems, Strong iISS happens to be equivalent to 0-GAS and some Lyapunov-based conditions have been proposed
to guarantee it in practice. Similarly to ISS, and contrarily to iISS, Strong iISS happens to be naturally preserved
under cascade interconnection [Chaillet et al., 2014b]. This property is also at the core of several small-gain results
for non-ISS systems [Ito, 2006, Ito and Jiang, 2009, Ito et al., 2013a], it has been studied for Lur’e systems using
the circle criterion [Guiver and Logemann, 2020] and has been shown to be achievable through saturated feedback
for some classes of systems [Azouit et al., 2016].

To date, the extension of this notion to time-delay systems remains rather limited, which explains why it is
not covered by this survey. We believe that developing theory for the Strong iISS property in the context of
time-delay systems constitutes a relevant direction of research.

8.8 IOS without LKF-wise dissipation

We have seen in Section 3.3 that a functional that dissipates only in terms of the output norm is not enough
to conclude GAOS, as such a dissipation does not ensure a uniform convergence rate over bounded sets of initial
states. In Theorem 20, we have also seen that an extra condition on the dissipation rate can be imposed (namely,
that it does not increase along the system’s solutions) to conclude GAOS. So far, this approach is confined to
input-free systems.

An interesting line of research would be to investigate what additional condition can be imposed to conclude
IOS from a functional whose derivative does not dissipate in terms of itself (as in Theorem 33), but rather in
terms of an output of the system, without requesting that the functional is sandwiched between K∞ functions of
the output norm (as imposed by Corollary 3).

2This implication implicitly imposes that the system is forward complete
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8.9 Solutions-based characterizations of IOS

As we have seen in Section 6.1, the example provided in [Or lowski et al., 2020] shows that, even for finite-
dimensional systems,

UGOS & OAG ; IOS.

Here again, this is due to the fact that IOS requires some uniformity of the output convergence to zero, which
is not captured by the OAG property (see (108)). This leads naturally to the question whether, when combined
with OAG, the output-Lagrange stability introduced in (104), namely:

|y(t, x0, u)| ≤ max
{
σ(|h(x0)|), σ(‖u[0,t]‖)

}
, ∀t ≥ 0 (136)

for some σ ∈ K∞, is enough to ensure the OL-IOS property (see Definition 18) . More precisely, we conjecture
the following.

Conjecture 9 (Output-Lagrange stability & OAG ⇒ OL-IOS) Let (102) be forward complete and assume that
there exist σ ∈ K∞ and µ ∈ N such that, for all x0 ∈ Xn and all u ∈ Um, its solution satisfies (136) and

lim sup
t→+∞

|y(t, x0, u)| ≤ µ(‖u‖).

Then the system is OL-IOS.

Such a result would be the natural counterpart of the sufficient condition for OL-iIOS provided in Proposition
8. The key point in the above statement is that (136) requests that the output is uniformly bounded in terms of
the initial output value (but not the other state variables) and the applied input. This feature did not hold in
the counter-example of [Or lowski et al., 2020].

8.10 Input/output-to-state stability

For finite dimensional systems, the notion of output-to-state stability (OSS) has been introduced in
[Sontag and Wang, 1997]. This notion considers systems with an output that represents measurements that
can be made on the system and thus constitutes the only information available on the state variables (whereas,
in IOS, the output should be thought of as the state variables one wishes to stabilize). The OSS property then
characterizes “zero state detectability”, meaning the fact that, whenever the output is identically zero, the state
necessarily vanishes. In a time-delay context, this property would consist in the existence of β ∈ KL and γ ∈ N
such that, for all x0 ∈ Xn,

|x(t, x0)| ≤ β(‖x0‖, t) + γ(‖y[0,t]‖)
over the maximal interval of existence of the solution of (38). In the presence of an input, we may additionally
impose that this property remains valid up to an error which is small whenever the input is sufficiently small.
This leads to the notion of input/output-to-state stability (IOSS), which was also introduced for finite-dimensional
systems in [Sontag and Wang, 1997]. For time-delay systems, the IOSS property would impose that there exist
β ∈ KL and γ, µ ∈ N such that, for all x0 ∈ Xn and all u ∈ Um,

|x(t, x0, u)| ≤ β(‖x0‖, t) + γ(‖y[0,t]‖) + µ(‖u[0,t]‖)
over the maximal interval of existence of the solution of (102). Lyapunov characterizations of both OSS and IOSS
have been proposed in [Sontag and Wang, 1997, Krichman et al., 2001], whereas solutions-based characterizations
can be found in [Angeli et al., 2004]. These properties were also at the basis of the design of state norm estimators
[Krichman et al., 2001] and were used to derive the ISS property based on the knowledge of a Lyapunov function
that dissipates only in terms of the output norm [Angeli, 1999]. The IOSS property was also fundamental to show
that iISS is equivalent to the combination of 0-GAS and BEFBS, as discussed in Section 8.6.

To date, we are not aware of any attempt to extend the OSS and IOSS theory to time-delay systems.
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